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l\fr. Alan Hoffman 
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Dear Alan: 
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I hope yuur summer is going well and you are relishing being at home. As we ( ~ /\ t< 
discussed previously, I am sendmg you the verbatim transcription of tvfort's address ~ \ 
at the Hirsch Colloquium. After you read it, please let me know if you or Nessa can 
render it as an essay for publication. It can retain the personal, "talk" quality, but 
coherence is an objective. We would want the finished product by late September. 

I anticipate t;rnt your CIJE staff in New York will forward the transcription and this 
letter to you, as you indicated. Plea;ie let me know what you think after you have 
looked it over. 

Best regards. 

B'Shalom, 

/Jcu2a_ 
Sara S. Lee 



Morton Mandel 

Hirsch Colloquium on "Jewish Schooling and the Jewish Future" 

May 5, 1996 

Washington, DC 

Before I start and try and share with you whatever it is that I can that might be helpful, I 

don't know whether Deborah Meier is in the room, but I will say my head is really filled with 

both those very challenging talks. But in the case of Deborah Meier ... I saw a movie not too 

long ago starring Melanie Griffith -- no, seriously. And I meant to ask her abont how this 

substitute -- or new teacher -- it's showing now. I saw it on an airplane very recently. This 

new teacher moves into an urban city school where they practically murder her and ignore 

her, and she decides to get their attention. And she does, '~ause she's a former Marine and 

she teaches them karate. Anyway, by the end of the movie1 she has transformed thjs class. 

Am I right, or am I dreaming? And I wonder if Deborah Meier was what inspired that, 

because that's exactly what ,the movie was. 

If you read the program, you see that it says "the role of community and philanthropy." I 

don't know that I am an expert and can give you deep insights into that. I can tell you 

about myself and some other colleagues of mine -- and I'm going to try and do that. I'm 

going to give you two case histories today. One, is what's happened where Jewish education 

takes place, where Jewish schooling takes place in the community. Jewish schooling takes 



place in cities like Cleveland or your city. So, I'm going to share with you what has 

happened in Cleveland over the last ten years, and I think there's something there that 

might be instructive to you -- it certainly fills me personally, laboring generally in the same 

vineyard you are with lots of hope. Second case history is going to be about me, because 

I think what the American Jewish community -- the North American Jewish community 

needs ( and Belgium and the UK needs) are more people like me. More people who have 

a ... you know, I could say a burning desire. I don't want to use "hype," but a burning desire 

to preserve and strengthen the Jewish community and see Jewish education as a way •·

maybe it's the way -- but it's a way to cut into that. And, let's see by the time I finish my 

remarks whether I can make that a little more clear. 

I start first with two basic assumptions, and these have developed in my head over the last 

15 or 16 years. The first, I've shared with you, that a high quality Jewish education is a key 

factor for success in our efforts to lead toward a more fulfilling, more meaningful Jewish life 

on the one hand, and enhance the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to 

be Jewish. That in our efforts to deal with that, a high q1.ality Jewish education system is 

a key. And my second basic assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach 

to build a system of Jewish education that can compete ·1v.ith the best in public and private 

education. It is possible for us to do that. That is my basic assumption -- those two basic 

assumptions. 
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A little bit about me. My career essentially has been in the business community. Some of 

the ... if you read the paragraph or so, in the program, I am a co-founder of a company that 

has, by normal standards, done extremely well. I was the chief executive officer for thirty

some years. The company is in the distnbution essentially of electronic parts. I am now the 

deputy chairman. It is a worldwide company in the distribution of electronic parts. I say this 

modestly: Premier Farnell is the premier, considered by our competition, to be the best most 

profitable in the world. It is the third largest in the world and absolutely sets the standard. 

Just take that as a given for today. 

Looking around, none of you knows anything about the company, scrl know I'm safe. And 

I've learned .,_ lot in that process, and I have brought a lot of what I've learned into my 

communal work. And I have brought a lot of what I learned in my communal life into 

Premier. And I say that all the time, and very proudly. I have not been a do-gooder who 

stole time away from ltis responsibility to his company and his shareholders to make himself 

feel gooC:. lt has been a learning e~rperience for me and it has worked two way5. And I 

want to give you some of the. principles that helped build Premier that may be useful, but 

certainly will help you understand me: 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heavily in deveioping 

them. That's what we did to Premier. I mean there's no metzia for doing that. We just did 

it! 
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Match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to grow your business or 

your institution is to match your best people with your biggest opportunities. 

And third, is to build, strengthen, communicate -- hopefully, keeping it simple -- a strong, 

deep, culture. 

And I want to tell you what our value system is, then I'm going to get on with it. 

Three core values in Premier: One is respect for the individual; the second is superior 

customer service. Kill yourself for your customer (read that as, "kill yourself for your 

client"). And the third is pursuit of excellence or "Be the best you can be." All of which fits 

every one of your institutions. 

That's a lot of what has been built into Premier Industrial Corporation which has enabled 

me and my family to accumulate more money than we ever dreamed we would, and as a 

result we hcive created a larger foundation than we ever dreamed we would create. And the 

challenge to us is to fix the world by giving it away thoughtfully and intelligently. Not giving 

it away; not giving it away thoughtfully; not giving it away thoughtfully and intelligently; but 

to repair the world. And we feel very lucky. I'm starting the third trimester of my life and 

that's what my job is going to be. And, here again, in our philanthropy, we have tried to 

bring in superior people, invest in their development, match the best people we can find 

with the biggest opportunities and stand for something ~- create a culture that stands for 
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something. 

So, let me tell you a little bit about my experience in trying to shape a new climate for 

Jewish education, which is what I'm trying to do. I'm not trying to come up with how to 

make the best school, how to teach, how to learn, because we have rich assets who can do 

that, and some of you or a lot of you, or all of you in this room, and others. I am focusing 

a lot of my time and my thought along with others in this room I'm sure, and not exclusively 

to me, to creating a climate in which excellent Jewish schooling can flourish. We want it. 

Fill a need, fill a perceived need, not be shoved down reluctant throats, but pulled, 

demanded by enlightened people in your communities -- in our communities. 

Fred touched on a little of my background. I go back to 1979 when I went to the Board of 

Governors in the Jewish Agency, absolutely not the least bit interested in Jewish education, 

not knowing the words "Jewish continuity" (which I think I helped invent, by the way). Now, 

I don't know what they mean anymore. I grew up in the organized Jewish community: 

Federations -- The Councii of Jewish Federations -- the national organization. I've been 

very active, probably spent, half my extra-curricular time in the general community. And 

Jewish education was the farthest thing from my mind. l mean I'm the most surprised guy 

in the world to be standing here, to be standing here today, if you go back to 1979. I mean 

I would have bet heavily that this would not be the case. And it was in the Jewish Agency, 

which is a whole other story which I don't know you well enough to tell you about, that I 

became exposed to the world Jewish condition -- just to oversimplify -- and certainly saw 
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Jewish education were awide in a state of disarray. AB a matter of fact, not feeling too good 

about the Jewish communities, either, and their likelihood for success as Jewish communities. 

And I became convinced in 1980, 1981, that Jewish education as a way to cut into it ought 

to be something that I got into, and I have been in it ever since. And in North America that 

led to what I think is fair to say is going to be a major transformation of the Jewish 
; 

community center movement with a commission that I led that did its work early in 1983 and 

4, leading to the Commission On--it was called the Commission on Maximizing Jewish 

Education Effectiveness of Community Centers. I don't know how familiar you folks are 

with community centers, perhaps very well, but what came of that was that community 

centers should see themselves as important centers for Jewish education for transforming 

the Jewish community in different ways -- in ways suited to Jewish community centers. And 

whereas there were maybe two or three directors of education assigned to community 

centers in 1986, there are 65, community centers in 1996, and some of them are Jerusalem 

Fellows, and .some of tbem are rabbis. And these are people who are trying to utilize the 

Jewish community center platform for strengthening the Jewish community. Fred referred 

to the North American Comn:rission on Jewish Education which was started in 1986, lasted 

two years, produced as its report, ''.,4 Time To ACJi," and by the way, Reform Movement 
Xltf,Uf,,lc 

commissioners included. Fred Guttschalk, Richard Shroyer, Melvin Merians, Sara Lee, and 

maybe I left off sDme others .. .! probably did. But those are names that are well-known to 

you, and all of these folks at our first meeting had their own ideas of how to cut into Jewish 

education, and I remind you, I should remind you that the reason that this commission was 

formed is because there were a lot of people, a lot of friends of mine and others who were 
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people, a lot of friends of mine and others who were interested in moving into Jewish 

education. My family was interested in investing in Jewish education; didn't have a clue as 

to how to cut into it. Just no idea, except hearing a lot of stuff! And we wanted to see if we 

could develop a blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America, no less. 

Modest. And all of the commissioners had their own pet ideas. There were -- by the way, 

I should tell you -- there were 46 commissioners, and this is what I want you to hear: We 

invited 51 and 46 said yes. Now that was a real signal! I'm not sure we understood it at the 

time, but the fact that 46 of the kinds of people I mentioned to you from all the 

denominations: lay people, academics, and so on .. .46 said yes out of 51 who were asked. All 

had pet ideas. What emerged two y~ars later was that it wasn't that early childhood was 

more important than family education or adult education; or supplementary schoo!s versus 

day schools ... all of those various cuts into Jewish education. It wasn't any or all of those as 

much as there were two necessary conditions, two building blocks without which none of this 

could work, and they are -- and I'm going to talk more about them later. 

Building the_J>rofession, so that when parents stand up at their local whatever, and all the 

parents talk about what their kids are doing, and one says, "My kid is a doctor at: the 

hospital," and the other parent says, "Mine is a lawyer at this big prestigious firm," and the 

third one says, "My daughter is a partner at Goldman-Sachs, and the fourth one is silent, we 

want the fourth one to say, "And my child is a Jewish educator!" 

So, building the profession is one, and secondly, mobilizing the community so that the 
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community supports this, was the second. And these two ideas really have been the major 

part -- working on them has been the major part of my agenda. I'm going to talk to you in 

a few minutes about the Cleveland community, but let me tell you first that coming out of 

the North American Commission was the Council on Initiatives in Jewish Education. Our 

director is in the room, Alan Hoffman, which is acting as an intermediary, really trying to 

be a catalyst, trying to force things, trying to do pilot projects that lead to the profession and 

mobilizing the community support. I'm going to give you my conclusion, now, as to what I 

think is happening, and then I'll try and work backwards to explain it. My opinion, this is 

all my opinion, a lot of people with whom I work. 

The climate for Jewish education refonn world is steadily improving worldwide. It's on 

everybody's agenda. Whether it's in the UK or whether it's in France, even in Israel. I 

mean the old Israel comfort with "We don't need Jewish education in Israel 'cause we're 

Israelis11 is being debunked! It's probably already debunked. It's dead! I don't know that all 

the Israelis know it's dead, but it's dead! And the recent report -- the Shenhar Commission 

report on the public school system really smeared - no, smeared is the wrong word - blasted 

the public education system for not teaching about the Jewish community worldwide: Jewish 

history, Jewish values, and so on. So, the climate, in my judgement, is improving. I would 

say to you that if you went into any of the twenty-three, twenty-four largest communities in 

America - North America - and asked Jewish leadership to tell you what the top two or 

three concerns -- what keeps them up nights -- what do they worry about -- they'll tell you 

Jewish continuity, Jewish education; strengthening the Jewish people. Whatever words they 
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use, that's one of the top three -- it's probably one in most of these communities. That's 

different; that was not true ten yers ago. 

Second, there are serious efforts aimed at Reform underway in many North American 

communities. Serious! No baloney! Lead by people who have passion. I'm gonna give you 

one other case history: Cleveland. But there are serious efforts at trying to strengthen the 

whole Jewish education system underway now, and more are seeking ways to enter the fray. 

Pdd I would predict that some year out in the future every community will be seriously 

engaged. 

Here's something that surprised me. This may surprise you. The people, the lay and 

professional academic leaders we need are out there. They're not in the business, but the 

people -- the potential people are out there and we are now working on seeking better ways 

to recruit and train them. And I migr1t add, that one of our discoveries, and this. is Alan 

Hoffman's I think discovery, that in terms of leadership for Jewish education reform, the 

universities, the academics, the Jewish academics, who either want to get involved with our 

work when they learn about us, particularly Jewish academics, in general education in 

universities> or we think potentially can and will is a rich gold mine. And I think the same 

thing is true of lay leadership. There are a lot of lay leaders not now on fire that could be. 

I think the people are there. We have the Jewish men and women - just got to get them 

involved. 
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Lately, my last point is that we are the richest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish 

people. The financial resources to do everything we need to do are there. Doesn't mean 

we've plugged into them right. Doesn't mean that we've raised the level of commitment and 

interest sufficiently for people to be willing to put their money where their mouth is, but 

we've got Step 1 in place. 

Communal leaders throughout America, Jewish communal leaders throughout America are 

talking and thinking about Jewish education and Jewish continuity. Now we have to get 

them to put their money where their ... Do you know how to fu,Jsh that? ... where their mouth 

is, and I think that will happen. And we have to seek ways to get more potential funders -

not just funders of large scale - but in our work. More to support that. If it's tru~ that the 

Jewish educator is the key to our future, to the kind of future we want, we will only have the 

right kind of teachers if people of quality enter the profession (in sufficient numbers, 

ooviously), and find fulfilling satisfying careers. So, the surroundings, all the conditions have 

to be right. Anct the reforms that need to take place will only happen when the community 

thinks that what the teachers are teaching is important. When the community - I don't know 

whether it's uppercase "C: or lowercase "C'," I got into a little discussion in my little 

breakout group - but whatever community we're talking about - when the community thinks 

that what the teacher is teaching is of vital importance, we'll have the kind of teachers we 

want. 
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Lastly, let me say that our success will depend heavily on people - lay and professional - and 

on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of the CIJE 

deliberations is a whole notion that institutions should be vision-driven; goal-driven. Jewish 

communal day school, supplementary school, congregational school... Jewish education for 

what? I mean, what are we trying to turn out? Those were the questions I think that both 

Arnie Eisen and Deborah Meier were asking. To stuff their beads full of facts and rituals 

and holidays? Or to turn out -- an expression I used earlier -- a Jewish mensch? (However 

you define a mensch.) \.Vhether you're haredi, or left reform, or even secular. What is the 

point of the Jewish educational process? So we need the intersection of ideas with people. 

The two necesary conditions that I touched before - just to review them - to make systemic 

reform a reality: Building the profes~ion so we can attract and retain our fair share of 

outstanding people. And mobilizing community support to the point where community 

priorities and financial support reflect a deep commitment to Jewish continuity. 

I was telling some people at lunch I worked on Operation Moses. If that took place in your 

commuruty - rm sure it did - to bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union when the gates 

were open wide. It's the only campaign in the Jewish or general community I have ever 

been in that was easy. An American Jewish community pr_oduced several hundred million 

dollars overnight! Because there was a chance to bring the Soviet Jews out of the former 

Soviet Union. That proved a lot of things. It proved how beautiful we are as a people, but 

it proved to me how much money there is out there. When the cause is a compelling cause, 

we have to make our cause - this cause - a compelling cause. Case history: Cleveland. I, 
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I admit I helped launch the Cleveland Commission on Jewish Continuity in 1986. And here, 

again, I will tell you we invited about 60 people, and 55 - my numbers are approximately 

right. Mark Gurvis, who helped run it, is here from Cleveland. About 55 out of 60 - it 

doesn't matter if I'm precise - but that's how many people said yes. We wanted 30. Having 

asked peop1e to serve or. committees before, we figured we'd better ask 60. We got a 

committee way bigger than we wanted. We got a commission bigger than we wanted, too. 

But that was a signal to us. And this is back in 1986. And here were the four key strategies 

tll:1.t drove this commission. And by the way, it was co-chaired by an appointee of the 

organized Jewish community - the Federation - and an appointee of our rabbinical group, 

which we call th~ plenum in Cleveland. So there were co-chairs because we wanted these 

two to work together, which has not always occurred in our city, and possibly in yours, 

probably in yours. 

First, and foremost, we wanted to ztrengthen our core of Jewish education teacters and 

administrators. It isn't that everybody was a "shlepper," it's that (do you under:;tand what 

that word means)? Okay. It's that we had untrained people - a lot of them dedicated - but 

either untrained or untrained in Jewish things, or both. Strengthen our core of Jewish 

education teachers and administrators. 

The second thing we wanted to do was to work with congregations as the prime gateway 

through which most families could be reached. Third, to seek to integrate the family into the 

Jewish educational experience. And fourth, integrate informed educational programming 
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into the Jewish educational experience. 

Now, what's happened? This is 1986 when we started -- this is 1996. There have been fact -

facts. There have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community in Cleveland which we 

directly attnbute to the increased emphasis on Jewish education. Here are some concrete 

results, and you can judge whether this is important or not. 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools (I'm going to use before and now): 

Before: One-half of scb.ool age children 

Now: Ten years later, two-thirds of school age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 

Before: Fifteen percent of total enrollment 

Now: Twenty-eight percent of total enrollment 

Numb~r of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplemen1ary school 

settings only: 

Before: 

Now: 

Four full-time directors 

Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time, some 

of which came from you folks. 

What was the trigger? Why did all this happen? How were we able to do this? Local 
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families, from which we were one, were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, 

quite apart from the normal campaign fundraising process. And we've now had two four 

year waves - four year chunks. The first four year wave was 1989-1993. Three families 

committed 1.85 million dollars over four years. I'm going to tell you what else happened. 

The second four year wave, three families went to eight families, and they committed three 

million, one hundred ten thousand dollars versus 1.85 million. The first four year wave went 

to three million, one hundred ten thousand; the second four year wave. Federation ... there 

were three partners in this federation. In the first year (this was 1989) the federation 

campaign increased its allocation by one hundred thousand dollars. That's foundation money 

over and above whatever other money was given to Jewish education enterprise. This has 

grown by agreement each year, and by year eight, whi-:h is 1997, it will be 1.05 million 

additional per year from the campaign. 

Third: Federation endowment fund; separate source of money. First four year wave: 1.29 

million; second four year wave, 1.60 million. And let me give you what that adds up to; total 

additional funds, over and above the run rate. The starting run rate in 1989 in Cleveland, 

Ohio, over eight years, total additional funds will be twelve million dollars. The annual rate 

of increased funds in 1997: What will the run rate be next year? It will be plus 2.25 million 

per year to the Jewish educational enterprise. It bas built up steadily. I've given you 

averages, but the run rate in 1997 will be plus 2.25 million per year ... community of 60,000 

Jews. Not the richest community in America; not the poorest. I don't know, but a 

willingness to -- and I don't have it, maybe Mark Gurvis has it, but I don't know the base 
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which is under that is. But half of that 2.25 million will now come from our annual 

campaign. 

Here is a statistic that I think, to me, boggles the mind: In 1989, the Jewish education 

establishment -- all sources - this new money, plus the old money -- Jewish education 

received 23.69% of the total federation allocation; (1989). 1994-1995, that's the last year; 

never mind the next year, Jewish education went from 23.69 to 33.2. That's real money! 

That is real money!! And I believe Cleveland is either one of very few or maybe the only 

large community to have done this. You shaking your head, Mark. Okay, the only large 

community to have done tltis. Because leadership in Cleveland has· forced it! The money 

is there. Lesson? Teachers. Lay leaders. Lay leaders can't work without the educators. Lay 

leaders can't work without the rabbinate. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. But that 

marriage, that partnership is the key. There was passion, there was demand from the 

Cleveland leadership, and it is happening. I think these things have happened in C!eveland. 

We have shifted commu:ruty priorities, obviously, in our funding. We are making continuing 

education a norm. We have multiplied the number of professionally trained educators 

working in congregational . settings. We have radically expanded family and informal 

educational opportunities, jl,lst quantitatively and qualitatively. And we have increased the 

number and percentage of students in day schools. And what made the Cleveland story 

possible was the willingness of philanthropic families to partner with champions of Jewish 

education; champions of Jewish continuity, or whatever expression you want. And there was 

in place -- there were people like me and others who could overcome the obstacle, the big, 
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big, obstacle of inadequate community support. All these wonderful ideas. Where's the 

money coming from? Obstacle. I mean what's the obstacle to all this stuff we want to do? 

One of them is inadequate commuPity support, and my case is, there is plenty of money 

there. Regardless of what you know, you're told. And it was the emergence and development 

of lay people and professional academic educators, together with the rabbinate, who made 

this happen. 

Well I've really given you my overall summary. That I think very good things are happening. 

I think improvement, steady improvement is within our reach. I don't know if one ever gets 
I 

their perfection, the top of the mountain. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish 

educational system can be made vastly better than it is, that the ideas are there, the people 

are there, both academic, professional educators. Maybe they are not all in this business yet, 

maybe some of them are practicing law; don't know that we need them in Jewish education. 

1 believe the people are existent in North America, whether they're with us or not, both lay 

and potential educators, principals, whatever. I believe we ~ave the money to do this job, 

and frankly, in a nutshell, what we need to do is continue to involve people like you and get 

more of them, and continue to get more people like me! 
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September 26, 1996 

Dear Mort: 

As you know, Sara Lee has decided to publish the proceedings of the Hirsch colloquium held in 
May. She has sent each participant the verbatim transcript of his or her address and asked that it 
be rendered as an essay for publication. She says: "It can retain the personal, ' talk' quality." 

Attached is a copy of the transcript and of the draft I have created, with helpful suggestions from 
Alan. I have tried to offer the dynamism of your talk while taking out the "asides" that work best 
for a live audience. 

Please review the draft and cut, change, or expand whatever feels right to you. I have inserted a 
couple of minor questions, which I've underlined, in instances where I did not understand the 
meaning. 

I am available at any time to work with you by phone or in person; you can also dictate your 
changes and I'll insert them into the manuscript. Sara Lee has asked that we get this back to her 
in mid-October. 

I found the talk lively and inspiring--and believe it will be a distinctive contribution. 

Shanah Tovah, 

~OJ 

Nessa 



Morton Mandel 

Hirsch Colloquium on "Jewish Schooling and the Jewish Future" 

May 5, 1996 

Washington, DC 

Before I start and try and share with you whatever it is that I can that might be helpful, I 

don' t know whether Deborah Meier is in the room, but I will say my head is really filled with 

both those very challenging talks. But in the case of Deborah Meier ... I saw a movie not too 

long ago starring Melanie Griffith -- no, seriously. And I meant to ask her abont how this 

substitute -- or new teacher -- it's showing now. I saw it on an airplane very recently. This 

new teacher moves into an urban city school where they practically murder her and ignore 

her, and she decides to get their attention. And she does, 'cause she's a former Marine and 

she teaches them karate. Anyway, by the end of the movie, she has transformed tbis class. 

Am I right, or am I dreaming? And I wonder if Deborah Meier was what inspired that, 

because that's exactly what the movie was. 

If you read the program, you see that it says "the role of community and philanthropy." I 

don't know that I am an expert and can give you deep insights into that. I can tell you 

about myself and some other colleagues of mine -- and I'm going to try and do that. I'm 

going to give you two case histories today. One, is what's happened where Jewish education 

takes place, where Jewish schooling takes place in the community. Jewish schooling takes 



place in cities like Cleveland or your city. So, I'm going to share with you what has 

happened in Oeveland over the last ten years, and I think there's something there that 

might be instructive to you -- it certainly fills me personally, laboring generally in the same 

vineyard you are with lots of hope. Second case history is going to be about me, because 

I think what the American Jewish community -- the North American Jewish community 

needs (and Belgium and the UK needs) are more people like me. More people who have 

a ... you know, I could say a burning desire. I don't want to use "hype," but a burning desire 

to preserve and strengthen the Jewish community and see Jewish education as a way -

maybe it's the way -- but it's a way to cut into that. And, let's see by the time I finish my 

remarks whether I ca-n make that a little more clear. 

I start first with two busic assumptions, and these have developed in my head over the last 

15 or 16 years. The first, I've shared with you, that a high quality Jewish education is a kev 

factor for success in our efforts to lead toward a more fulfilling, more meaningful Jewish life 

on the one hand, and enhance the .likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to 

be Jewish. That in our efforts to deal with that, a high quality Jewish education system is 

a key. And my second basic assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach 

to build a system of Jewish education that can compete 1v:ith the best in public and private 

education. It is possible for us to do that. That is my basic assumption -- those two basic 

assumptions. 
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A little bit about me. My career essentially has been in the business community. Some of 

the ... if you read the paragraph or so, in the program, I am a co-founder of a company that 

has, by normal standards, done extremely well. I was the chief executive officer for thirty

some years. The company is in the distribution essentially of electronic parts. I am now the 

deputy chairman. It is a worldwide company in the distribution of electronic parts. I say this 

modestly: Premier Farnell is the premier, considered by our competition, to be the best most 

profitable in the world. It is the third largest in the world and absolutely sets the standard. 

Just take that as a given for today. 

Looking around, none of you knows anything about the company, so-I know I'm safe. And 

I've learned a lot in that process, and I have brought a lot of what I've learned into my 

communal work. And I have brought a lot of what I learned in my communal life into 

Premier. And I say that all the time, and very proudly. I have not been a do-gooder who 

stole time a•,yay from his responsibility to his company and his shareholders to make himself 

feel good. It has been a learning e;qJerience for me and it has worked two ways. And I 

want to give you some of the principles that helped build Premier that may be useful, but 

certainly will help you understand me: 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heavily in developing 

them. That's what we did to Premier. I mean there's no metzia for doing that. We just did 

it! 
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Match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to grow your business or 

your institution is to match your best people with your biggest opportunities. 

And third, is to build, strengthen, communicate - hopefully, keeping it simple -- a strong, 

deep, culture. 

And I want to tell you what our value system .is, then I'm going to get on with it. 

Three core values in Premier: One is respect for the individual; the second is superior 

customer service. Kill yourself fer your customer (read that as, "kill yourself for your 

client"). And the third is pursuit of excellence or "Be the best you can be." All of which fits 

every one of your institutions. 

That's a lot of what has been built into Premier Industrial Corporation which has enabled 

me and my family to accumulate more money than we evf:r dreamed we would, and as a 

result we have created a larger foundation than we ever dreamed we would create. And the 

challenge to us is to fix the world by giving it away thoughtfully and intelligently. Not giving 

it away; not giving it away thoughtfully; not giving it away thoughtfully and intelligently; but 

to repair the world. And we feel very lucky. I'm starting the third trimester of my life and 

that's what my job is going to be. And, here again, in our philanthropy, we have tried to 

bring in superior people, invest in their development, match the best people we c2n find 

with the biggest opportunities and stand for something -- create a culture that stands for 
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something. 

So, let me tell you a little bit about my experience in trying to shape a new climate for 

Jewish education, which is what I'm trying to do. I'm not trying to come up with how to 

make the best school, how to teach, how to learn, because we have rich assets who can do 

that, and some of you or a lot of you, or all of you in this room, and others. I am focusing 

a lot of my time and my thought along with others in this room I'm sure, and not exclusively 

to me, to creating a climate in which excellent Jewish schooling can flourish. We want it. 

Fill a need, fill a perceived need, not be shoved down reluctant throats, but pulled, 

demanded by enlightened people in your communities -- in our communities. 

Fred touched on a little of my background. I go back to 1979 when I went to the Board of 

Governors in the Jewish Agency, absolutely not the le2st bit interested in Jewish education, 

not knowing the words "Jewish continuity" (which I think I helped invent, by the way). Now, 

I don't know what they mean anymore. I grew up in the organized Jewish community: 

Federations -- The Council of Jewish Federations -- the national organization. I've been 

very active, probably spent half my extra-curricular time in the general community. And 

Jewish education was the farthest thing from my mind. 1 mean I'm the most surprised guy 

in the world to be standing here, to be standing here today, if you go back to 1979. I mean 

I would have bet heavily that this would not be the case. And it was in the Jewish Agency, 

which is a whole other story which I don't know you well enough to tell you about, that I 

became exposed to the world Jewish condition -- just to oversimplify -- and certainly saw 
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Jewish education were awide in a state of disarray. As a matter of fact, not feeling too good 

about the Jewish communities, either, and their likelihood for success as Jewish communities. 

And I became convinced in 1980, 1981, that Jewish education as a way to cut into it ought 

to be something that I got into, and I have been in it ever since. And in North America that 

led to what I think is fair to say is going to be a major transformation of the Jewish 
! 

community center movement with a commission that I led that did its work early in 1983 and 

4, leading to the Commission On--it was called the Commission on Maximizing Jewish 

Education Effectiveness of Community Centers. I don't know how familiar you folks are 

with community centers, perhaps very well, but what came of that was that community 

centers should see themselves as important centers f::>r Jewish education for transforming 

the Jewish community in different ways - in ways suited to Jewish community centers. And 

whereas there were maybe two or three directors of education assigned to community 

centers in 1986, there are 65, community centers in 1996, and some of them are Jerusalem 

Fellows, and :5ome of them are rabbis. And these are people who are trying to utilize the 

Jewish community center platform for strengthening the Jewish community. Fred referred 

to the North American Commission on Jewish Education which was started in 1986, lasted 

two years, produced as its report, ''.A Time To ACJ:," and by the way, Reform Movement 
X )f f,U &,le, 

commissioners included. Fred Guttschalk, Richard Shroysr, Melvin Merians, Sara Lee, and 

maybe I left off some others .. .! probably did. But those are names that are well-known to 

you, and all of these folks at our first meeting had their own ideas of how to cut into Jewish 

education, and I remind you, I should remind you that the reason that this commission was 

formed is becau:ie there were a lot of people, a lot of friends of mine and others who were 
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people, a lot of friends of mine and others who were interested in moving into Jewish 

education. My family was interested in investing in Jewish education; didn't have a clue as 

to how to cut into it. Just no idea, except hearing a lot of stuff! And we wanted to see if we 

could develop a blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America, no less. 

Modest. And all of the COID!Ilissioners had their own pet ideas. There were -- by the way, 

I should tell you -- there were 46 commissioners, and this is what I want you to hear: We 

invited 51 and 46 said yes. Now that was a real signal! I'm not sure we understood it at the 

time, but the fact that 46 of the kinds of people I mentioned to you from all the 

denominations: lay people, academics, and so on .. .46 said yes out of 51 who were asked. All 

had pet ideas. What emerged two years later was that it wasn't that early childhood was 

more important than family education or adult education; or supplementary schoo!s versus 

day schools ... all of those various cuts into Jewish education. It wasn't any or all of those as 

much as there were two necessary conditions, two building blocks without which none of this 

could work, and they are -- and I'm going to talk more about them later. 

Building the_J)rofession, so that when parents stand up at their local whatever, and all the 

parents talk about what their kids are doing, and one says, "My kid is a doctor at the 

hospital," and the other parent says, "Mine is a lawyer at this big prestigious firm," and the 

third one says, "My daughter is a partner at Goldman-Sachs, and the fourth one is silent, we 

want the fourth one to say, "And my child is a Jewish educator!" 

So, building the profession is one, and secondly, mobilizing the community so that the 
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community supports this, was the second. And these two ideas really have been the major 

part -- working on them has been the major part of my agenda. I'm going to talk to you in 

a few minutes about the Cleveland community, but let me tell you first that coming out of 

the North American Commission was the Council on Initiatives in Jewish Education. Our 

director is in the room, Alan Hoffman, which is acting as an intermediary, really trying to 

be a catalyst, trying to force things, trying to do pilot projects that lead to the profession and 

mobilizing the community support. I'm going to give you my conclusion, now, as to what I 

think is happening, and then I'll try and work backwards to explain it. My opinion, this is 

all my opinion, a lot of people with whom I work. 

The climate for Jewish education reform world is steadily improving worldwide. It's on 

everybody's agenda. Whether it's in the UK or whether it's in France, even in Israel. I 

mean the old Israel comfort with "We don't need Jewish education in Israel 'cause we're 

Israelis" is being debunked! It's prob&.bly already debunked. It's dead! I don't know that all 

the Israelis know it's dead, but it's dead! And the recent report -- the Shenhar Commission 

report on the public school system really smeared - no, smeared is the wrong word - blasted 

the public education system for not teaching about the Jewish community worldwide: Jewish 

history, Jewish values, and s,) on. So, the climate, in my judgement, is improving. I would 

say to you that if you went into any of the twenty-three, twenty-four largest communities in 

America - North America - and asked Jewish leadership to tell you what the top two or 

three concerns -- what keeps them up nights -- what do they worry about -- they'll tell you 

Jewish continuity, Jewish education; strengthening the Jewish people. Whatever words they 
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use, that's one of the top three -- it's probably one in most of these communities. That's 

different; that was not true ten yers ago. 

Second, there are serious efforts aimed at Reform underway in many North American 

communities. Serious! No baloney! Lead by people who have passion. I'm gonna give you 

one other case history: Cleveland. But there are serious efforts at trying to strengthen the 

whole Jewish education system underway now, and more are seeking ways to enter the fray. 

And I would predict that some year out in the future every community will be seriously 

engaged. 

Here's something that surprised me. This may surprise you. The people, the lay and 

professional academic leaders we need are out there. They're not in the business, but the 

people -- the potential people are out there and we are now worlcing on seeking better ways 

to recruit and train them. And I might add, that one of our discoveries, and this is Alan 

Hoffman's I think discovery, that in t~rms of leadership for Jewish education reform, the 

universities, the academics, the Jewish academics, who either want to get involved with our 

work when they learn about us, particularly Jewish academics, in general education in 

universities, or we think potentially can and will is a rich gold mine. And I think the same 

thing is true of lay leadership. There are a lot of lay leaders not now on fire that could be. 

I think the people are there. We have the Jewish men and women - just got to get them 

involved. 
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Lately, my last point is that we are the richest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish 

people. The financial resources to do everything we need to do are there. Doesn't mean 

we've plugged into them right. Doesn't mean that we've raised the level of commitment and 

interest sufficiently for people to be willing to put their money where their mouth is, but 

we've got Step 1 in place. 

Communal leaders throughout America, Jewish communal leaders throughout America are 

talking and thinking about Jewish education and Jewish continuity. Now we have to get 

them to put their money where their ... Do you know how to finish that? ... where their mouth 

is, and I think that will happen. And we have to seek ways to get more potential funders -

not just funders of large scale - but in our work. More to support that. If it's true that the 

Jewish educator is the key to our future, to the kind of future we want, we will only have the 

right kind of teachers if people of quality enter the profession (in sufficient numbers, 

ooviously), and find fulfilling satisfying careers. So, the surroundings, ail the conditions have 

to be right. And the reforms that need to take place will only happen when the ccmrnunity 

thinks that what the teachers are teaching is important. When the community - I don't know 

whether it's uppercase t•C", or lowercase "C'," I got into a little discussion in my little 

breakout group - but wha tever community we're talking about - when the community thinks 

that what the teacher is teaching is of vital importance, we'll have the kind of teachers we 

want. 
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Lastly, let me say that our success will depend heavily on people - lay and professional - and 

on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of the CIJE 

deliberations is a whole notion that institutions should be vision-driven; goal-driven. Jewish 

communal day school, supplementary school, congregational school... Jewish education for 

what? I mean, what are we trying to turn out? Those were the questions I think tbat both 

Arnie Eisen and Deborah Meier were asking. To stuff their heads full of facts and rituals 

and holidays? Or to turn out - an expression I used earlier -- a Jewish mensch? (However 

you define a mensch.) ""Nhether you're hared~ or left reform, or even secular. What is the 

point of the Jewish educational process? So we need the intersection of ideas with people. 

The two necesary conditions that I touched before - just to review them - to make systemic 

reform a reality: Building the profes$iOn so we can attract and retain our fair share of 

outstanding people. And mobilizing community support to the point where community 

priorities and financial support reflect a deep commitment to Jewish continuity. 

I was telling some people at lunch I worked on Operation Moses. If that took place in your 

community - rm sure it did - to bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union when the gates 

were open wide. It's the only campaign in the Jewish or general community I have ever 

been in that was easy. An American Jewish community produced several hundred million 

dollars overnight! Because there was a chance to bring the Soviet Jews out of the former 

Soviet Union. That proved a lot of things. It proved how beautifu l we are as a people, but 

it proved to me how much money there is out there. When the cause is a compelling cause, 

we have to make our cause - this cause - a compelling cause. Case history: Cleveland. I, 
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I admit I helped launch the Cleveland Commission on Jewish Continuity in 1986. And here, 

again, I will tell you we invited about 60 people, and 55 - my numbers are approximately 

right. Mark Gurvis, who helped run it, is here from Cleveland. About 55 out of 60 - it 

doesn't matter if I'm precise - but that's how many people said yes. We wanted 30. Having 

asked people to serve or. committees before, we figured we'd better ask 60. We got a 

committee way bigger than we wanted. We got a commission bigger than we wanted, too. 

But that was a signal to us. And this is back in 1986. And here were the four key strategies 

that drove this commission. And by the way, it was co-chaired by an appointee of the 

organized Jewish community - the Federation - and an appointee of our rabbinical group, 

which we call the plenum in Oeveland. So there were co-chairs because we wanted these 

two to work together, which has not always occurred in our city, and possibly in yours, 

probably in yours. 

First, and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our core of Jewish education teacters and 

administrators. It isn't that everybody was a "shlepper," it's that ( do you understand what 

that word means)? Okay. It's that we bad untrained people - a lot of them dedicated - but 

either untrained or untrained in Jewish things, or both. Strengthen our core of Jewish 

education teachers and administrators. 

The second thing we wanted to do was to work with congregations as the prime gateway 

through which .c1ost families could be reached. Third, to seek to integrate the family into the 

Jewish educational experience. And fourth, integrate informed educational programming 
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into the Jewish educational experience. 

Now, what's happened? This is 1986 when we started -- this is 1996. There have been fact -

facts. There have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community in Cleveland which we 

directly attribute to the increased emphasis on Jewish education. Here are some concrete 

results, and you can judge whether this is important or not. 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools (I'm going to use before and now): 

Before: One-half of sc.!J.ool age children 

Now: Ten years later, two-thirds of school age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 

Before: 

Now: 

Fifteen percent of total enrollment 

Twenty-eight percent of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators m congregational and supplementary school 

settings only: 

Before: 

Now: 

Four full-time directors 

Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time, some 

of which came from you folks. 

·what was the trigger? Why did all this happen? How were we able to do this? Local 
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fa.mjljes, from which we were one, were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, 

quite apart from the normal campaign fundraising process. And we've now had two four 

year waves -- four year chunks. The first four year wave was 1989-1993. Three families 

committed 1.85 million dollars over four years. I'm going to tell you what else happened. 

The second four year wave, three families went to eight families, and they committed three 

million, one hundred ten thousand dollars versus 1.85 million. The first four year wave went 

to three million, one hundred ten thousand; the second four year wave. Federation ... there 

were three partners in this federation. In the first year (this was 1989) the federation 

campaign increased its allocation by one hundred thousand dollars. That's foundation money 

over and above whare~er other money was given to Jewish education enterprise. This has 

grown by agreement each year, and by year eight, which is 1997, it will be 1.05 million 

additional per year from the campaign. 

Third: Federation endowment fund; separate source of money. First four year wave: 1.29 

million; second four year wave, 1.60 million. And let me give. you what that adds up to; total 

additional funds, over and above the run rate. The starting run rate in 1989 in Cleveland, 

Ohio, over eight years, total additional funds will be twelve million dollars. The annual rate 

of increased funds in 1997: What will the run rate be next year? It will be plus 2.25 million 

per year to the Jewish educational enterprise. It has built up steadily. I've given you 

averages, but the run rate in 1997 will be plus 2.25 million per year ... community of 60,000 

Jews. Not the richest community in America; not the poorest. I don't know, but a 

willingness to -- and I don't have it, maybe Mark Gurvis has it, but I don' t know the base 
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which is under that is. But half of that 2.25 million will now come from our annual 

campaign. 

Here is a statistic that I think, to me, boggles the mind: In 1989, the Jewish education 

establishment -- all sources - this new money, plus the old money -- Jewish education 

received 23.69% of the total federation allocation; (1989). 1994-1995, that's the last year; 

never mind the next year, Jewish education went from 23.69 to 33.2. That's real money! 

That is real money!! And I believe Oeveland is either one of very few or maybe the only 

large community to have clone this. You shaking your bead, Mark. Okay, the only large 

community to have done this. Because leadership in Cleveland has· forced it! The money 

is there. Lesson? Teachers. Lay leaders. Lay leaders can't work without the educators. Lay 

leaders can't work without the rabbinate. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. But that 

marriage, that partnership is the key. There was passion, there was demand from the 

Cleveland leadership, and it is happening. I think these things have happened in Cleveland. 

We have snifted community priorities, obviously, in our funding. We are making continuing 

education a norm. We have multiplied the number of professionally trained educators 

working in congregational . settings. We have radically expanded family and informal 

educational opportunities, j1,1st quantitatively and qualitatively. And we have increased the 

number and percentage of students in day schools. And what made the Cleveland story 

possible was the willingness of philanthropic families to partner with champions of Jewish 

education; champions of Jewish continuity, or whatever expression you want. And there was 

in place -- there were people like me and others who could overcome the obstacle, the big, 
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big, obstacle of inadequate community support. All these wonderful ideas. Where's the 

money coming from? Obstacle. I mean what's the obstacle to all this stuff we want to do? 

One of them is inadequate community support, and my case is, there is plenty of money 

there. Regardless of what you know, you're told. And it was the emergence and development 

of lay people and professional academic educators, together with the rabbinate, who made 

this happen. 

Well I've really given you my overall summary. That I think very good things are happening. 

I think improvement, steady improvement is within our reach. I don't know if one ever gets 

their perfection, the top of the mountain. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish 

educational system can be made vastly better than it is, that the ideas are there, the. people 

are there, both academic, professional educators. Maybe they are not all in this business yet, 

maybe some of them are practicing law; don't know that we need them in Jewish education. 

I believe the people are existent in North America, whether they're with us or nm, both lay 

and potential educators, principals, whatever. I believe we ~ave the money to do this job, 

and frankly, in _a nutshell, what we need to do is continue to involve people li]ze you and get 

more of them, and continue to get more people like me! 
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I will present today a case history of a place and a case history of some people--a portrait•liP 
Ul.i)(S'elf...and sozyfe~lleagi:tesnhat expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires us. 

So case histories are my starting point. Firstisae-stor:y;.0,:E:.v.that.happened.m.,..a~plaee where-
:Tewi,sh -s0hs01ing eec~eaiien-is1i,as~ ~ ""ey .lq.~aeerin..cit-i@slik-e Q.le,v.¢'1.-and--

£0'f"l:ike"'Y0 o~ci~ I'd like to share with you what has happened in Cleveland over the 
last ten years, because I think it's instructive. I labor in the same vineyard as you do, and the 
story of Jewish education in Cleveland has filled me with lots of hope. 

The second story will be about me, because what the American Jewish community needs are 
people who have a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. People who see 
Jewish education as a wayj--perbaps the way-~ cut into the problem of creating a flourishing, 
meaningful existence fo~ orth American Jews, and for all Jews. 

tfa 7 '1 sp , >qf.l.ll, . 
I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish education is a key 
factor for success in our efforts to lead a more fulfilling Jewish life--as well as our determination 
to enhance the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to be Jews. My second 
assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish 
education that can compete with the best in public and private education. 

Let me give you=£~ background about myself. My career has been in the business 
community. Beginning as co-founder,~for thirty years the chief executive officer of a 
worldwide company in the dis1::ributio~1c p s. ffmi"fn this...'15' ca.us~ I've learned a 
lot in the process of building that company--and I've brought a lot of what I learned into my 
communal work. 

I can also say that I have brought a lot of what I learned as a communal leader into my company. 
I make this declaration often, and very proudly. I have not been a.1do-goodei'\1/ho stole time from 
his responsibility to his company. My communal commitments have been a learning experience 
for me that have contributed to the success of my business. l 

+f-A.S V VttlerSII' '/ /},vb 
·And so, I'd like to share sometliJlltbusiness principles that may applicable to~ 
Jewish education.Jt j ft/(,(( 
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First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heaviliy in developing them. 
That' s what we did. This idea was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 

Second, match yom best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to grow your business
-or your ~n~titution--is to match your most talented people with your m-0&t-import-ant 9 IVJf-7f(/T 
opportumties. 

!--1..J,J'~~ 
And third: Build deep institutional culture. ll -;i'-

~(J..,~ '#1. '1~ ~ Id ~ltl..f ~ /11 y ( /#'--~frl, l ~ 
~efil:e ee core values ~ re~ J one is t~ect for theji;tclividual. The second iJ'uperior 
~ustomeuervice. And the third islneJ1'ursuit oft xcellence, or "Be the best you can be." These 
principles apply to any Jewish educational institution as well. 

Now let me tell you ~tftabout my experience in attempting to shape a new climate for Jewish 
education. While we try to come up with how to make the best school, how best to teach, or how 
best to leam--and we have rich assets to address those challenges, some of whom are in this 
room--! am focusing a lot of my time and thought on creating a climate in which excellent 
Jewish schooling can indeed flourish. That is, to meet a need tha ' will be demanded by 
enlightened people in our communities. <!!__ ,r v: l 

My personal commitment to Jewish education goes back to 1979, when I was on the Board o"kt!r, 
Governors of the Jewish Ag~nc(/1 ) grew up as a leader in the organized Jewish con1lllunity~ m / 
the Cleveland Federatioiftf%_ru~ C5'uncif of Jewish Federations, the nati'ofltil (:}rgatrizatr@n. /\ 
Jewish education was the fartliest thing from my mind. 

In the Jewish Agency, I became exposed to the world Jewish condition and came to understand 
that Jewish education was in a state of dis~~! became convinced that Jewish education was a 
way to cut into the problems of Jewish e~UmJfiGY'and Jewish life--and I have been at it ever 
since. In North America, that conviction led to a major transformation of the Jewish Community 
Center movement, through COMJEE--the Commission on Maximizing Jewish Educational 
Effectiveness of JCCs, hich issued its report in 1984. 

c§j 1c+{ I AA rlr lj 
What emerged from-that-commis sion was tlie idea that JCCs should see themselves as important 
centers in transforming the Jewish community through education, in ways uniquely suited to 
JCCs. Whereas in 1986 there were two or three directors of education working in community 
centers, ten years later there are 65. 

t1 .s e cO,A.,,/ 
Aft-e.]het commission was the Commission on Jewish Education in North America, which began 
in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to Act. The commission was the 
first continental, transdenominational setting to deliberate about Jewish education; and the 
Reform movement was well represented in that process by Alfred Gottschalk. and Sara Lee, 
among others. All of the 46 participants had their own ideas about how to cut into Jewish 
education. My family was interested in investing in Jewish education, but we had no idea how to 
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evaluate the many ideas that were being floated. The purpose of the commission, then, was to see 
if we could develop a blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. 
Nothing less than that. To give you an idea of the interest in this ambitious dream, let me add that 
of the 51 people we invited to participate--lay, academic, communal professionals, etc. --46 said 
yes immediately. 

What emerged after an intensive two-year process was that there were two necessary conditions 
to effect change in any area of Jewish education. 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents talk about what 
their kids are doing, one says, "My kid is a doctor at a major research center," and the other says, 
"Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and the third one says, "My daughter is a partner,4 t)"1., 1.,J,4{/.J~ 
~~e-h-:s;" but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish teacher, is silent. In the future, we want · 
that fourth to declare, with pride, "My child is a Jewish educator!" 

The second is mobilizing community supp01t for Jewish education, developing a growing 
number of community leaders who are passionate and knowledgeable about Jewish education, 
and an increasing number of Jewish communities who have placed Jewish education at the center 
of their vision and resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the Council for Initiatives in 
Jewish Education (CUE) to bring these two recommendations to life. CUE has been a catalyst for 
change, through pilot projects that lead to building the profession and mobilizing community 
support for Jewish education. Working on these two aspects of the systemic refom1 effort has 
been a major part of my own agenda. 

From the vantage point of change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 
steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on everyone' s agenda, whether in the United 
Kingdom, in France--or Israel. The recent report of the Shenhar Commission on the public 
school system in Israel criticized that system for not teaching Israeli children about the Jewish 
community worldwide: Jewish history; Jewish values; and so on. 

I~ 
I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the&1 largest North American communities what 
two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: Jewish continuity; Jewish 
education; strengthening the Jewish people. Those issues are the top priority. And that' s different 

. from the situation ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform efforts underway in many Nort) ~ 'I 
An1erican communities, efforts led by dedicated people. And, surprisingly, there are J-e~ei..s-who 
are eager to contribute. One of CIJE's "discoveries," for example, has been Jewish academics at 
American universities whose expertise is reform in general education. When they hear about our 
work, they want to get involved--to bring their own knowledge base to Jewish education. I think 
this expanding group will be a gold mine. 
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The same is true of lay leadership. There are a lot of lay leaders who are not on fire about Jewish 
education--but they could be. So I think the people are there. Outstanding Jewish men and 
women: Our challenge is to bring them into our~ work. 

Also, I want to note that we are the richest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. 
The financial resources to do everything we need arJ here. We have raised the level of 

· d · uffi · l £d..=t-lM7' 1 Jlf...Obvb ·11· h · h h · coillillltment an interests _ c1ent y ,-i;>~peop e i)'j! e w_i mg to put~ _eu money w ere t eu 
mouths are, ~iwe-art1et1latechth!}-1<!.ea~an<¥1dentt:fie~e~ 1,.rticabpoo!i)le":.That' s step 
one. Now we have to seek ways to get more potential funders involved in our work. 

If it's true that the Jewish educator is the key to the kind of future we want, we will only have the 
right kind of teachers and educational leaders if people of quality enter the profession in 
sufficient numbers and find fulfilling careers. And that will happen only when the s-mEe1,Y;uimg.- ...f.J('/1PA,r1tif 
conditions are right--when the community believes that what the teachers are teaching is indeed 
important, vitally important. Then we' ll have the kind of teachers we want and need. 

As I've said, our success will depend heavily on people--lay and professional. It will equally 
depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of CIJE's 
deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools and 
congregational schools need to be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for what? What 
kind of Jew do we want to nurture, do we want to graduate from this institution? Do we want to 
stuff the heads of our students with facts and rituals unconnected to a larger purpose? Or do we 
want to turn out a mensch?" 

We need the intersection of outstanding people with outstanding ideas to make !IJ systemic 
reform of Jewish education a reality. 

What will it take? J ~ation Moses took place in your community--the extraordinary effort to 
bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union--you know that American Jews produced several 
hundred million dollars virtually overnight. It's the only campaign I ever worked on--Jewish or 
general--that was easy. Because when American Jews saw that there was an opportunity to help 
Soviet Jews, they leaped at the chance. That proved a lot of things. It proved how beautiful we 
are as a people, but it also proved how much money there is out there when the cause is a 
compelling one. y _ 

~ lenge~ ake it clear that Jewish education is a c~mpelling cause.1And so to my next 
~~eveland. Ih elpoo launffi me Cleveland Commission on Jewish Continuity in 

1986. Again, we invited about 60 people and nearly all of them said yes. We thought we'd ask 60 
in order to get 30; instead we ended up with a bigger commission than we wanted. But that was a .sr~, ?i 

{>D~('f'iv(1 signal to us. 

The commission was co-chaired by an appointee of the Federation and by an appointee of our 
city's rabbinical group. We wanted those twotiJa:~fgroups to work together, which does not 
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always happen. 

Four key strategies drove the commission. First and fori mos} we wanted to strengthen our core 
of Jewish educators and administrators. The myth is that1e~r{one in the profession is a shlepper, 
but we knew that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators were dedicated but 
untrained--either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed to strengthen the 
core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through which most 
families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate infmmal educational programming into the Jewish 
educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes m the Jewish community of Cleveland, 
which we attribute directly to the increased emphasis on Jewish education. 

Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 
Before: One-half of school-age children 
Now: Two-thirds of school-age children 

Emollment in day schools: 
Before: 15% of total emollment 
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Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings only: 
Before: Four full-time directors 
Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

What was the trigger? Why did this happen? 

Local families, including my own, were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite 
apart from the normal campaign fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the 
first four years, 1989-1993, three families committed $1.85 million. In the second four-year 
wave, three families went to eight families; these eight families committed $3.11 million, in 
contrast to the original $1.85 million. 

In addition to the families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, the Federation 
increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by agreement each year; by year eight, 
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1997, it will be $1.05 million additional per year from the Federationi ~ iJ;i' /t-xJJJUlf,( ~/Hf/~ 

The third component was the Federation Endowment Fund, a separate source of money. In the 
first four-year wave: $1 .29 million; in the second four-year wave: $1 .60 million. What does that 
add up to in total additional funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 
million. What will the ~ [Mort: Will eve1:yone understand this term?] be next year? It will 
be plus $2.25 million per year to the Jewish educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 
60,000 Jews. 

What are the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay leaders can't work without 
I 

rabbis. Lay leaders can' t work in a vacuum. ~ nership is the key. 
(ti 'JPP 

What else have we done? We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our funding. We 
are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number of professionally 
trained educators working in congregational settings. We have 1~ expanded family and 
informal education opportunities, both quantitatively and qualitatively. And we have increased 
the number and percentage of students in day schools. 

Whatf%~de the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic families to partner 
with ~hampions of Jewish education. Those families were determined to overcome the large 
obstacle of inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish education, and steady improvement is within 
our reach. There' s no question in my mind that the Jewish educational system can be made vastly 
better than it is, that the ideas are there, the people are there, waiting to be tapped to contribute 
their talent and ideas. With passion, time, creativity and leadership, we' ll see a transformation in 
the coming years. Count on it! 
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Dear Sara: 

Here iJ ~ ''.l:>Jind '' C•py r'(I. 

nessa 

I am pleased to enclose a hard copy and disc (WP 6.1) of Mort's address at the 
Hirsch Colloquium, as you requested. I l:tnderstand from our recent call that 
your publication may be delayed. If the finished volume will be published later 
than Spring 1997, I would like to give Mort the opportunity to look at this 
essay once more, should he choose to do so. (When a certain amount of time 
has elapsed, new circumstances may suggest changes.) 

In addition, please fax me the final pages or galleys for my review. (I will not 
make editorial changes but like to check final copy.) I will tum them around as 
quickly' as your production schedule dictates. 

As we get closer to your pub date, let's be sure to talk about copies and/or 
offprints of this essay for CIJE's distribution, per our September conversation. 

Hope all your enterprises continue to thrive--and look forward to seeing you 
soon. 

Best, 

Nessa Rapoport 
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To: Karen Barth 
Gail Dorph 
Alan Hoffmann 
Ban·y Holtz 
Daniel Pekarsky 

From: Nessa Rapoport 

Date: November 11 , 1996 

MEMO 

Attached is the edited version of the talk Mort gave last spring at the Hirsch Colloquium. It will 
be published in a volume of the conference proceedings in l997. I thought it would be 
interesting for you to read his thoughts. (He has edited it twice, very skillfully.) 



"The Role of Community and Philanthropy" 
Morton L. Mandel 

Hirsch Colloquium on "Jewish Schooling and the Jewish Future" 
May 5, 1996 

Washington, DC 

I will present today a case history of a place and a case history of some people--a portrait that 
expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires us. 

So case histories are my starting point. First, I'd like to share with you what has happened in 
Cleveland over the last ten years, because I think it's instructive. I labor in the same vineyard as 
you do, and the story of Jewish education in Cleveland has filled me with lots of hope. 

The second story will be about me, because what the American Jewish community needs are 
people who have a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. People who see 
Jewish education as a way--perhaps the way--to cut into the problem of creating a flourishing, 
meaningful existence for North American Jews, and for all Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish education is a key 
factor for success in our eff01ts to lead a more fulfilling Jevvish life--as well as our determination 
to enhance the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to be Jews. My second 
assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish 
education that can compete with the best in public and private education. 

Let me give you some background about myself. My career has been in the business community. 
Beginning as co-founder, for thirty years I was the chief executive officer of a worldwide 
company in the distribution of electronic parts. I've learned a lot in the process of building that 
company--and I've brought a lot of what I learned into my communal work. 

I can also say that I have brought a lot of what I learned as a communal leader into my company. 
I make this declaration often, and very proudly. I have not been a "do-gooder" who stole time 
from his responsibility to his company. My communal commitments have been a learning 
experience for me that has contributed to the success of my business. 

And so, I'd like to share some business principles that may be universal, and thus applicable to 
Jewish education as well. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heaviliy in developing them. 
That's what we did. This idea was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 
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Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to grow your business
-or your institution--is to match your most talented people with your most important 
opp01tunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep institutional culture. 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company. One is: Respect for the 
Individual. The second is: Superior Customer Service. And the third is: The Pursuit of 
Excellence, or "Be the best you can be." These principles apply to any Jewish educational 
institution as well. 

Now let me tell you about my experience in attempting to shape a new climate for Jewish 
education. While we try to come up with how to make the best school, how best to teach, or how 
best to learn--and we have rich assets to address those challenges, some of whom are in this 
room--I am focusing a lot of my time and thought on creating a climate in which excellent Jewish 
schooling can indeed flourish. That is, to meet a need that hopefully will be demanded by 
enlightened people in our communities. 

My personal commitment to Jewish education goes back to 1979, when I was on the Board of 
Governors of the Jewish Agency. I grew up as a leader in the organized Jewish community-
locally, in the Cleveland Federation, and nationally, in the Council of Jewish Federations. Jewish 
education was the farthest thing from my mind. 

In the Jewish Agency, I became exposed to the world Jewish condition and came to understand 
that Jewish education was in a state of disarray. At the same time, 1 became convinced that 
Jewish education was a way to cut into the problems of Jewish continuity and Jewish life--and I 
have been at it ever since. In North America, that conviction led to a major transformation of the 
Jewish Community Center movement, through COMJEEa~the Commission on Maximizing 
Jewish Educational Effectiveness of JCCs, which I chaired, and which issued its report in 1984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea that JCCs should see themselves as important 
centers in transforming the Jewish community through education, in ways uniquely suited to 
JCCs. Whereas in 1986 there were two or three directors of education working in community 
centers, ten years later there are 65. 

A second commission was the Commission on Jewish Education in North America, which began 
in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to Act. The commission was the 
first continental, transdenominational setting to deliberate about Jewish education; and the 
Reform movement was well represented in that process by Alfred Gottschalk and Sara Lee, 
among others. All of the 46 participants had their own ideas about how to cut into Jewish 
education. My family was interested in investing in Jewish education, but we had no idea how to 
evaluate the many ideas that were being floated. The purpose of the commission, then, was to see 
ifwe could develop a blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in N011h America. 
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Nothing less than that. To give you an idea of the interest in this ambitious dream, let me add that 
of the 51 people we invited to participate--lay, academic, communal professionals, etc.--46 said 
yes immediately. 

What emerged after an intensive two-year process was that there were two necessary conditions 
to effect change in any area of Jewish education. 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents talk about what 
their kids are doing, one says, "My kid is a doctor at a major research center," and the other says, 
"Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and the third one says, "My daughter is a partner on 
Wall Street," but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that 
fourth to declare, with pride, "My child is a Jewish educator!" 

The second is mobilizing community support for Jewish education, developing a growing 
number of community leaders who are passionate and knowledgeable about Jewish education, 
and an increasing number of Jewish communities who have placed Jewish education at the center 
of their vision and resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the Council for Initiatives in 
Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two recommendations to life. CIJE has been a catalyst for 
change, through pilot projects that lead to building the profession and mobilizing community 
support for Jewish education. Working on these two aspects of the systemic reform effort has 
been a major part of my own agenda. 

From the vantage point of change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 
steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on everyone's agenda, whether in the United 
Kingdom, in France--or Israel. The recent report of the Shenhar Commission on the public 
school system in Israel criticized that system for not teaching Israeli children about the Jewish 
community worldwide: Jewish history; Jewish values; and so on. 

I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the 15 largest North American communities what 
two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: Jewish continuity; Jewish 
education; strengthening the Jewish people. Those issues are the top priority. And that's different 
from the situation ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform efforts underway in many North 
American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. And, surprisingly, there are many 
leaders who are eager to contribute. One of CJJE's "discoveries," for example, has been Jewish 
academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general education. When they 
hear about our work, they want to get involved--to bring their own knowledge base to Jewish 
education. I think this expanding group will be a gold mine. 

The same is true of lay leadership. There are a lot of lay leaders who are not on fire about Jewish 
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education--but they could be. So I think the people are there. Outstanding Jewish men and 
women: Our challenge is to bring them into our work. 

Also, I want to note that we are the richest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. 
The financial resources to do everything we need are here. We have raised the level of 
commitment and interest sufficiently that people should be willing to put their money where their 
mouths are. That's step one. Now we have to seek ways to get more potential funders involved in 
our work. 

If it's true that the Jewish educator is the key to the kind of future we want, we will only have the 
right kind of teachers and educational leaders if people of quality enter the profession in 
sufficient numbers and find fulfilling careers. And that will happen only when the supporting 
conditions are right--when the community believes that what the teachers are teaching is indeed 
important, vitally important. Then we'll have the kind of teachers we want and need. 

As I've said, our success will depend heavily on people--lay and professional. It will equally 
depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of CIJE 's 
deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools and 
congregational schools need to be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for what? What 
kind of Jew do we want to nurture, do we want to graduate from this institution? Do we want to 
stuff the heads of our students with facts and rituals unconnected to a larger purpose? Or do we 
want to turn out a mensch?" 

We need the intersection of outstanding people with outstanding ideas to make systemic reform 
of Jewish education a reality. 

What will it take? When Operation Moses took place in your community--the extraordinary 
effort to b1ing Jews out of the former Soviet Union--you know that American Jews produced 
several hundred million dollars virtually overnight. It's the only campaign I ever worked on, 
Jewish or general, that was easy. Because when American Jews saw that there was an 
opportunity to help Soviet Jews, they leaped at the chance. That proved a lot of things. It proved 
how beautiful we are as a people, but it also proved how much money there is out there when the 
cause is a compelling one. Our challenge is to make it clear that Jewish education is a compelling 
cause. 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland Commission on Jewish 
Continuity in 1986. Again, we invited about 60 people and nearly all of them said yes. We 
thought we'd ask 60 in order to get 30; instead we ended up with a bigger commission than we 
wanted. But that was a strong, positive signal to us. 

The commission was co-chaired by an appointee of the Federation and by an appointee of our 
city's rabbinical group. We wanted those two groups to work together, which does not always 
happen. 
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Four key strategies drove the commission. First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our core 
of Jewish educators and administrators. The myth is that almost everyone in the profession is a 
shlepper, but we knew that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators were dedicated 
but untrained--either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed to strengthen 
the core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through which most 
families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational programming into the Jewish 
educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community of Cleveland, 
which we attribute directly to the increased emphasis on Jewish education. 

Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 
Before: One-half of school-age children 
Now: Two-thirds of school-age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 
Before: 15% of total enrollment 
Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings only: 
Before: Four full-time directors 
Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

What was the trigger? Why did this happen? 

Local families, including my own, were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite 
apart from the normal campaign fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the 
first four years, 1989-1993, three families committed $1 .85 million. In the second four-year 
wave, three families went to eight families; these eight families committed $3.11 million, in 
contrast to the original $1.85 million. 

In addition to the families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, the Federation 
increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by agreement each year; by year eight, 
1997, it will be $ 1.05 million additional per year from the Federation's annual campaign. 
The third component was the Federation Endowment Fund, a separate source of money. In the 
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first four-year wave: $1.29 million; in the second four-year wave: $1.60 million. What does that 
add up to in total additional funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 
million. What will the total be next year? It will be plus $2.25 million per year to the Jewish 
educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 60,000 Jews. 

What are the lessons? Lay leaders can' t work without educators. Lay leaders can't work without 
rabbis. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. A good pa.itnership is the key. 

What else have we done? We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our funding. We 
are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number of professionally 
trained educators working in congregational settings. We have expanded family and informal 
education opportunities, both quantitatively and qualitatively. And we have increased the number 
and percentage of students in day schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic families to 
partner with champions of Jewish education. Those families were determined to overcome the 
large obstacle of inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish education, and steady improvement is within 
our reach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish educational system can be made vastly 
better than it is, that the ideas are there, the people are there, waiting to be tapped to contribute 
their talent and ideas. With passion, time, creativity and leadership, we'll see a transformation in 
the coming years. Count on it! 
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January 16, 1997 

Morton Mandel 
CIJE 

Dear Mort: 

I called Sara Lee yesterday to inquire about the progress of the book in which 
your talk will appear. She plans to publish in May, timed for the anniversary 
of the conference. And she knows that we need to see page proofs, which I 
will send along to you when I receive them. 

Shortly you will receive my update on CUE publications and 
communications. But this letter is to you in your role as a CIJE author! 

See you soon. 

Nessa Rapoport 
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I will present today a case history of a place and a case history of some people--a portrait that 
expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires us. 

So case histories are my starting point. First, I'd like to share with you what has happened in 
Cleveland over the last ten years, because I think it's instructive. I labor in the same vineyard as 
you do, and the story of Jewish education in Cleveland has filled me with lots of hope. 

The second story will be about me, because what the American Jewish community needs are 
people who have a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. People who see 
Jewish education as a way--perhaps the way--to cut into the problem of creating a flourishing, 
meaningful existence for North American Jews, and for all Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish education is a key 
factor for success in our efforts to lead a more fulfilling Jewish life--as well as our determination 
to enhance the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to be Jews. My second 
assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish 
education that can compete with the best in public and private education. 

Let me give you some background about myself. My career has been in the business community. 
Beginning as co-founder, for thirty years I was the chief executive officer of a worldwide 
company in the distribution of electronic parts. I've learned a lot in the process of building that 
company--and I've brought a lot of what I learned into my communal work. 

I can also say that I have brought a lot of what I learned as a communal leader into my company. 
I make this declaration often, and very proudly. I have not been a "do-gooder" who stole time 
from his responsibility to his company. My communal commitments have been a learning 
experience for me that has contributed to the success of my business. 

And so, I'd like to share some business principles that may be universal, and thus applicable to 
Jewish education as well. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heaviliy in developing them. 
That's what we did. This idea was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 
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Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to grow your business
-or your institution--is to match your most talented people with your most important 
opportunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep institutional culture. 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company. One is: Respect for the 
Individual. The second is: Superior Customer Service. And the third is: The Pursuit of 
Excellence, or "Be the best you can be." These principles apply to any Jewish educational 
institution as well. 

Now let me tell you about my experience in attempting to shape a new climate for Jewish 
education. While we try to come up with how to make the best school, how best to teach, or how 
best to leam--and we have rich assets to address those challenges, some of whom are in this 
room--I am focusing a lot of my time and thought on creating a climate in which excellent Jewish 
schooling can indeed flourish. That is, to meet a need that hopefully will be demanded by 
enlightened people in our communities. 

My personal commitment to Jewish education goes back to 1979, when I was on the Board of 
Governors of the Jewish Agency. I grew up as a leader in the organized Jewish community--
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locally, in the Cleveland Federation, and nationally, in the Council of Jewish Federations. Jewish 
education was the farthest thing from my mind. ~ 

In the Jewish Agency, I became exposed to the world Jewish condition and came to understand 
that Jewish education was in a state of disarray. At the same time, I became convinced that 
Jewish education was a way to cut into the problems of Jewish continuity and Jewish life--and I 
have been at it ever since. In North America, that conviction led to a major transformation of the 
Jewish Community Center movement, through COMJEE--the Commission on Maximizing 
Jewish Educational Effectiveness of JCCs, which I chaired, and which issued its report in 1984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea that JCCs should see themselves as important 
centers in transforming·the Jewish community through education, in ways uniquely suited to 
JCCs. Whereas in 1986 there were two or three directors of education working in community 
centers, ten years later there are 65. JW:jy 44.. 

A second commission was the Commission on Jewish Education in North America, which began 
in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to Act. The commission was the 
first continental, transdenominational setting to deliberate about Jewish education; and the 
Reform movement was tml represented in that process by Alfred Gottschalk and Sara Lee, 
among others. All of the 4'6participants had their own ideas about h~ to cut into Jewish 
education. My family was interested in investing in Jewish education, but we had no idea how to 
evaluate the many ideas that were being floated. The purpose of the commission, then, was to see 
if we could develop a blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. 
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Nothing less than that. To give you an idea of the interest in this ambitious dream, let me add that 
of the 51 people we invited to participate--lay, academic, communal professionals, etc.--46 said 
yes immediately. 

What emerged after an intensive two-year process was that there were two necessary conditions 
to effect change in any area of Jewish education. 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents talk about what 
their kids are doing, one says, "My kid is a doctor at a major research center," and the other says, 
"Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and the third one says, "My daughter is a partner on 
Wall Street," but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that 
fourth to declare, with pride, "My child is a Jewish educator!" 

The second is mobilizing community support for Jewish education, developing a growing 
number of community leaders who are passionate and knowledgeable about Jewish education, 
and an increasing number of Jewish communities who have placed Jewish education at the center 
of their vision and resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the Council for Initiatives in 
Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two recommendations to life. CIJE has been a catalyst for 
change, through pilot projects that lead to building the profession and mobilizing community 
support for Jewish education. Working on these two aspects of the systemic reform effort has 
been a major part ofmy own agenda. 

From the vantage point of change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 
steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on everyone's agenda, whether in the United 
Kingdom, in France--or Israel. The recent report of the Shenhar Commission on the public 
school system in Israel criticized that system for not teaching Israeli children about the Jewish 
community worldwide: Jewish history; Jewish values; and so on. 

I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the 15 largest ~orth American communities what 
two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: Jewish continuity; Jewish 
education; strengthening the Jewish people. Those issues are the top priority. And that's different 
from the situation ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform efforts underway in many North 
American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. And, surprisingly, there are many 
leaders who are eager to contribute. One of CIJE's "discoveries," for example, has been Jewish 
academics at American universities whose expertise is refom1 in general education. When they 
hear about our work, they want to get involved--to bring their own knowledge base to Jewish 
education. I think this expanding group will be a gold mine. 

The same is true oflay leadership. There are a lot oflay leaders who are not on fire about Jewish 
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education--but they could be. So I think the people are there. Outstanding Jewish men and 
women: Our challenge is to bring them into our work. 

Also, I want to note that we are the richest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. 
The financial resources to do everything we need are here. We have raised the level of 
commitment and interest sufficiently that people should be willing to put their money where their 
mouths are. That's step one. Now we have to seek ways to get more potential funders involved in 
our work. 

If it's true that the Jewish educator is the key to the kind of future we want, we will only have the 
right kind of teachers and educational leaders if people of quality enter the profession in 
sufficient numbers and find fulfilling careers. And that will happen only when the supporting 
conditions are right--when the community believes that what the teachers are teaching is indeed 
important, vitally important. Then we'll have the kind of teachers we want and need. 

As I've said, our success will depend heavily on people--lay and professional. It will equally 
depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of CIJE's 
deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools and 
congregational schools need to be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for what? What 
kind of Jew do we want to nurture, do we want to graduate from this institution? Do we want to 
stuff the heads of our students with facts and rituals unconnected to a larger purpose? Or do we 
want to tum out a mensch?" 

We need the intersection of outstanding people with outstanding ideas to make systemic reform 
of Jewish education a reality. 

· What will it take? When Operation Moses took place in your community--the extraordinary 
effort to bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union--you know that American Jews produced 
several hundred million dollars virtually overnight. It's the only campaign I ever worked on, 
Jewish or general, that was easy. Because when American Jews saw that there was an 
opportunity to help Soviet Jews, they leaped at the chance. That proved a lot of things. It proved 
how beautiful we are as a people, but it also proved how much money there is out there when the 
cause is a compelling one. Our challenge is to make it clear that Jewish education is a compelling 
cause. 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland Commission on Jewish 
Continuity in 1986. Again, we invited about 60 pe.ople and nearly all of them said yes. We 
thought we'd ask 60 in order to get 30; instead we ended up with a bigger commission than we 
wanted. But that was a strong, positive signal to us. 

The commission was co-chaired by an appointee of the Federation and by an appointee of our 
city' s rabbinical group. We wanted those two groups to work together, which does not always 
happen. 
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Four key strategies drove the commission. First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our core 
of Jewish educators and administrators. The myth is that almost everyone in the profession is a 
shlepper, but we knew that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators were dedicated 
but untrained--either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed to strengthen 
the core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through which most 
families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational programming into the Jewish 
educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community of Cleveland, 
which we attribute directly to the increased emphasis on Jewish education. 

Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 
Before: One-half of school-age children 
Now: Two-thirds of school-age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 
Before: 15% of total enrollment 
Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings only: 
Before: Four full-time directors 
Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

What was the trigger? Why did this happen? 

Local families, including my own, were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite 
apart from the normal campaign fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the 
first four years, 1989-1993, three families committed $ 1.85 million. In the second four-year 
wave, three families went to eight families; these eight families committed $3.11 million, in 
contrast to the original $1.85 million. 

In addition to the families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, the Federation 
increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by agreement each year; by year eight, 
1997, it will be $1.05 million additional per year from the Federation's annual campaign. 
The third component was the Federation Endowment Fund, a separate source of money. In the 
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first four-year wave: $1.29 million; in the second four-year wave: $1 .60 million. What does that 
add up to in total additional funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 
million. What will the total be next year? It will be plus $2.25 million per year to the Jewish 
educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 60,000 Jews. 

What are the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay leaders can't work without 
rabbis. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. A good partnership is the key. 

What else have we done? We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our funding. We 
are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number of professionally 
trained educators working in congregational settings. We have expanded family and informal 
education opportunities, both quantitatively and qualitatively. And we have increased the number 
and percentage of students in day schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic families to 
partner with champions of Jewish education. Those families were determined to overcome the 
large obstacle of inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish education, and steady improvement is within 
our reach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish educational system can be made vastly 
better than it is, that the ideas are there, the people are there, waiting to be tapped to contribute 
their talent and ideas. With passion, time, creativity and leadership, we'll see a transformation in 
the coming years. Count on it! 
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hfon.:.t-know-that-I am ·an·expert-with deep-insights·into·something·as-bread-as-·15the-iewi-sh-.. ·' 
c.o.mmunity.and philanthropy." .L;,~j,.~-ou a case history of a place; and a case history of 
some people--a portrait of myself and some colleagues that expresses our dreams and what 
motivates and inspires us. 

_ _. I • r 

... 
So case histories are my starting point...0-Ke:-is the story of what happened in a place where 
Jewish schooling occurs. Education is, as they say, local; it takes place in cities like Cleveland-
or like your own city. And so I'd like to share with you what has happened in Cleveland over the 
last ten years, because I think it's instructive. I labor in the same vineyard as you do, and the 
story of Jewish education in Cleveland has filled me with lots of hope. 

" -
The second story will be about.me, because what the American Jewish community needs are 
roar.e 12"~§11Ile~ , people who have a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the 
Jewish people. People who see Jewish education as a way--perhaps the way--to cut into the 
problem of creating a flouri~hing, meaningful existence for North American Jews, and for all 
Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions that-1.ia,.~lopcd i• ] W'Ovii~stfrfteefl"--rears . ., , 
The first is that a high-quality Jewish education is a key factor for success in our efforts to lead a 
more fulfilling Jewish life--as well as our determination to enhance the likelihood that future 
generations of Jews will choose to be Jews. My second assumption is that it is possible and 
within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish education that can compete with the best in 
public and private education. 

'. I I"',,;-' - :-;-: 

Let me give you a little background about the ~8£s~n ;.,h-o is malcirrg-these'f)fflelamations .. My 
career has been in the business community. Beginning as co-founder, I was forfMft-thirty years 
the chief executive officer ancLaw oAw-depu~m.ae..of a worldwide company in the 
distribution of electronic parts. ~Blier ~eU-!s eonsidereol•0~1t-<:>HN.~+tion..tQ be •the best, 

.JPOSt..pre:fitab'le--c<:lfupany.1 in the wotj.9.-•It-is-the'third fargest arid absolutely .. seTsflie!sta'fitlard. I 
mention this because I've learned a lot in the process of building that company--and I've brought 
a lot of what I've learned into my communal work. 

r~/~~y·y 
I can also say that I have brought a lot of what I learned as a communal leader intvt. I 
make this declaration often--and very proudly. I have not been a do-gooder who stole time from 



his responsibility to his company ~eAeltiers-just~·make._himse!Ueekerri-fi.c. My 
communal commitments have be'en a learning e~perience for me that have contributed to rp:J,. ..-.;_> 
~ ~s--success. 

( .. . . . - ~ •. ,. 
And so, I'd like to-,g~J s~me o~ prin~1pl~s that k~es-iia Pr~er-an& may be 
applicable to the subject of Jewish education. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heaviliy in developing them. 
That's what we did ~-This iS'!!let Mam ide~ was a cornerstone of our 
accomplishment. · · 

Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to grow your business
-or your institution--is to match your most talented people with your most important 
opportunities. 

And third: Build,~ tteng'tnen;'ruid (c;"'1IlR'lliriicat0 ~~-niit s1

i~fr(&Ja flri'\1/erfi.~ deep institutional 
· / v ;" 7 ---_;,r-;;r ~!Fy-·, / 1 F T , Y,Q' 

culture. 

There are three core values at Premier: 01].e i_s respect for the individual. The second is superior 
customer service~l1if4>~fy~~~~em. And the third is the pursuit of 
excellence, or "Be the best you can be.'~ these principles apply to any Jewish educational 
institution as well. 

,- ~-
b ~ding~he~g~~l~~ e~~usmal~Y~~~~ci,,m~ · · th~ 
caI_?~~£1ty~to - ~~in Jewish life. Our challenu re_p_fil):.the--world'·9Jy-9 

,,-•giv~..._those..itmds-llhettgh~ · · . n our philanthr6p'y,'as in our business, 

~ave !~o..bring·in ·s --~ .. __ p..,..e, -inJ W in ,their eve riien4.r.m1!s~~!)h~best~~eo~~ 
-~-~can fina __ ---~-~ ggest ... opportwu.._ties--ana, above all, to stM,d.ior,..somethi~t~ "'~-~~-- "' e of giving th~s.f~ol'netmng:--,_.,.....,. ... __.. .• -..;rt;;"'"'"• -

~,....-

....._,- Now let me tell you a bit about my experience in trying to shape a new climate for Jewish 
_;,. ;Gf education. IJn stJ$p5thwJ.l~F~r-e-f..-B1¥-Jife,-aHa-t~~ bttl:'.:It?j0b.i~'1f& lu] 

;.,,' 
1_f Jl!)ll i:; ~ come up with how to make the best school, how b_c;:~_!) o teach fMeMP4PI i'ttin 
'~ ,_( ~Mle ~~I Uh;;.:11:,'ll!S/,118-t;npl:,:§f.'or how best to leam,~se we have rich assets to 

//v , ' address~hallenges, some of whom are in this roo.5 ~ am 
-----/ focusing a lot of my time and thought on creating a climate in which excellent Jewish schooling 

. . -.!-. c~,Q~~ q--T~at is, to meet a need th~t i~q~~ded by enlightened people in our communities. 
,,~ ,,, :-~ - ··,· 

_' )r~·,,,/M~ommitment to J~wish education .. goesoacl<t~ 1979~ when I was~fthe B~~d of . 
·,~ Go~emors of~~wish ~e~cy: k¥as not~~~id~, cg&MMJ~ed tfte ~ast--brt-mte~?1n ·· 

~mmllon""O~tAt:H~ I grew up as a leader m the orgaruzed Jewish commumty--m 
the Cleveland Federation and the Council of Jewish Federations, the national organization~ 
been very !e!Wk;:ftci6K11o~ing ~1ttlf my--e~c1:tlm tin!e' irr-:J'eWi'!h1ruld ~t-
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-G~r~ ~rl(~ Jewish education was the farthest thing from my mind. H•in1191=~~lr'h~td
rp~tu_atJ .would .b~gliere· in,-;t996--addressing..a colloq.uiUl]l on !@.sh,education I-would · 
have been the-.Jll.Osi,,~used~"y.,.~n~~orltl.-·• 
~~ ..... ~I~ • ~~~ ·J/lf:1'"" 

In the Jewish Agency, I became exposed to the world Jewish condition and came to understand 
that Jewish education was in a ,wige state of disarra~•I became convinced that 
Jewish education was a way to cut into the problems of Jewish communities and Jewish life--and 
I have been at it ever since. In North America, that conviction led to ~e.;.will!b'e a 
major transformation of the Jewish c..~mmunity ~nter movement, through ~sro~ 
~1~z~ ·d;tfe'swting..in COMJEE--the Commission on Maximizing Jewish Educational 
Effe~tivenessof JCCs . .. _ . ___ ·_ - , <.:/ - - , ~- _. ·, - . ,. __ ... ...,, 

\~"' .·r .:.,.--..._ 
What emerged from that~sswas the idea that JCCs should see themselves as important 
centers in transforming the Jewish community through education, in ways uniquely suited to 
JCCs. Whereas in 1986 there were two or three directors of education working in community 
centers, ten years later there are 65.T-hese educators-are, people-trying to11tilize:'tne·1c0p1atform· · -
to-strengthen-the- Jewish-eemmunity :;-..,..~ 

Another commission that-was iiifluentia]. was the Commission on Jewish Education in North 
America, which began in 1988,, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to Act. 
The commission was the first continental, transdenominational setting to deliberate about Jewish 
education, and the Reform movement was well represented in that process, by Alfred Gottschalk 
and Sara Lee, among others. (l,4~en4-"S'"ee--Me,I---Merian~?::~"e··~l' • 
r9ster .. ,in..A~~~Aa.ou~ine- tl~em:"in-the,s,veeeh._f All of the 46 participants had their .. 
own ideas about how to cut into Jewish educatio~re---ui.~6 My family ~ "'/ r-- · 
ma~ef ~d,u,-e-Pe interested in investing in Jewish education, but we had no idea how to 
evaluate the many ideas that were being floated. The purpose of the commission, then, was to see 
if we could develop a blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. 
Nothing less than that. To give you an idea of the interest in this ambitious dream, let me add that 
of the 51 people we invited to participate--lay, academic, communal professionals, etc.--46 said 
yes. IJ r,• -::! /,-',I;- "r' ~ l ,._,/ , 
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What emerged after an intensive two-year process was that ead~, 9bikllmrnl was~re--or-less 
im.11o.nanUh.an.aru.ilt.e,ducati@n•or.famil-y-.educationt-supplementar-y-.sehools-weren!t-m6re-oi"les-s--

JmpoI:tant-than·day:schoois;-buC' that there were two necessary conditions to effect change in any 
_,.1 __ ...:.: __ 1 . .✓ 1. ' ,, -~-area i+thl'!!a.,..,rs~e~eimn~1tt1~tH.,... :,,, "J~ ~ 1-0- · P , ._,,.,'< .r • .. : ,r• ,--r-, / .....,_ 

The first was building the profession of Jewish e·ducation. Today, when parents talk about what 
their kids are doing, one says, "My kid is a doctor at a major research center," and the other says, 
"Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and the third one says, "My daughter is a partner at 
Goldman Sachs," but the fourtlf'is silent. In the future, we want that fourth !.Q...c;ieclare, with pride, 
"My child is a Jewish educator!" --. ·· ·----

... . ·- - -- _. _ ...... ... 
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The second is mobilizing community support for Jewish education, developing a growing 
number of community leaders who are passionate and knowledgeable about Jewish education, 
and an increasing number of Jewish communities who have placed Jewish education at the center 
of their vision and resources. 

-
;:Ji'he}concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the Council for Initiatives in 
Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two recommendations to life. CIJE has been a catalyst for 
change, through pilot projects that lead to building the profession and mobilizing community 
support for Jewish education. Working on these two aspects of the systemic reform effort has 
been a major part of my own agenda. - -

From the vantage point of change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 
steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on everyone's agenda, whether in the United 
Kingdom, in France--or even irl Israel. T-htH>ld· lsraeli statement that '-~We don't need-Jewish··· ' 
education-in-IsFael because~we'f'e Israelis"..,is being debunked. In fact, it's.dead! I don~-tknowiliat'·-, 
all thelsraelis,know-it's dead,..but I believe it is. The recent report of the Shenhar Commission on 
the public school system in Israel criticized that system for not teaching Israeli children about the 
Jewish community worldwide: Jewish history; Jewish values; and so on. 

I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the 25 largest North American communities what 
two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: Jewish continuity; Jewish 
education; strengthening the Jewish people. Those issues nra~ b'e the top priority. And 
that's different from the situation ten years ago. 

' • I • ~ ,,. .( f 4 ,..,7,f'_ /~'f,_, ~ 

. There are serious educational reform efforts underway in many North American communities, 
efforts led by irtteµs1$, dedicated people. There ai:~~ties:focused-on.:;the~e-efferts:·-· 
Ul-giv~e,hi~f Gl~land-in.a,nomeat. And, surprisingly, there are leaders -«ic::;.a,, -

!flot,e~BSiderecl··who are eager to contribute. One of CIJE's discoveries:
1
for example, 

ha;·been Jewish academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 
education. When they hear about our efforts, they want to get involved--to bring their own 
knowledge base to Jewish education. I think this expanding group will be a gold mine. ~ 
ea~~®---:pet,ple·simply4lave'~n,aJ1W.ea~ 

The same is true of lay leadership. There are a lot of lay leaders who are not on fire about Jewish 
education--but they could be. So I think the people are there. Outstanding Jewish men and 
women: Our challenge is to bring them in.~ :, ,t,,> ~(... · / /i.,, c::. . 

' _ ) 
\,, 

I want to note that we are the richest Jewish co~..EPJY)n the history of the Jewi~<?.P.k The 
financial resources to do everything we need are~le. ThaM<\re~~g.,,, 

· . We-~have raised the level of commitment and interest 
sufficiently for people to be willing to put their money where their mouths are, but we have 
articulated the ideas and identified some critical people: That's step one. Now we have to seek 
ways to get more potential funders involved in our work. 
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If it's true that the Jewish educator is the key to the kind of future we want, we will only have the 
right kind of teachers and educational leaders if people of quality enter the profession in 
sufficient numbers and find fulfilling careers. And that will happen only when the surrounding 
conditions are right--when the community believes that what the teachers are teaching is indeed 
important, vitally important. Then we'll have the kind of teachers we want and need. 

As I've said, our success will depend heavily on people--lay and professional. It wjll equally 
depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of CIJE' s 
deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools and 
congregational schools need to be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for what? What 
kind of Jew do we want to nurture, do we want to graduate from this institution? Do we want to 
stuff the heads of our students with facts and rituals unconnected to a larger purpose? Or do we 
want to turn out a mensch?" 

We need the intersection of outstanding people with outstanding ideas to make the systemic 
reform of Jewish education a reality. 

What will it take? If Operation Moses took place in your community--the extraordinary effort to 
bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union--you know that American Jews produced several 
hundred million dollars virtually, overnight. It's the only campaign I ever worked on--Jewish or 
general--that was easy. Because when American Jews saw that there was an opportunity to help 
Soviet Jews, they leaped at the chance. That proved a lot of things. It proved how beautiful we 
are as a people, but it also proved how much money there is out there when the cause is a 
compelling one. 

., . ~--,.! ,. - -'1 .J ----

- --~-~--------
Our challenge is to make.Jewish ~ucation a compelling cause. And so to my next case history: 
Cleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland Commission on Jewish Continuity in 1986. Again, we 
invited about 60 people and nearly all of them said yes. We thought we'd ask 60 in order to get 
30; instead we ended up with a commission bigger than we.,e\re4M'anted. But that was a signal to 
us. Evenin=<l:98~-isSlie"\'.Jt"ttre-Th~e"WmRt....-allyi~tl~t. 

The commission was co-chaired by an appointee of the Federation and by an appointee of our 
city's rabbinical group. We wanted those two~~ to work together, which does 
not always happen. ,, ' ,:,.,,· ✓·,) ,: 

Four key strategies drove the commission. First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our core 
of Jewish educators and administrators. The myth is that everyone in the profession is a shlepper, 
but we knew that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators were dedicated but 
untrained--either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed to strengthen the 
core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through which most 
families could be reached. 
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Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational programming into the Jewish 
educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community of Cleveland, 
which we attribute directly to the increased emphasis on Jewish education. 

Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 
Before: 
Now: 

One-half of school-age children 
Two-thirds of school-age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 
Before: 15% of total enrollment 
Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings only: 
Before: Four full-time djr_ectors 
Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

What was the trigger? Why did this happen? I-ww-wete.We:a.ble-te- make.change'.t:.~'.. 

Local families, including my own, were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite 
apart from the normal campaign fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the 
first four years, 1989-1993, three families committed $1.85 million. In the second four-year 
wave, three families went to eight families; these eight families committed $3.11 million, in 
contrast to the original $1.85 million. 

In addition to the families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, the Federation 
- "~ increased its allocation by $100,00C.,-foun_gatiorunoney-over:and.abov~~¥er• 

otheF-mcm~asglVeti"OO the Jewish education~t'ise. This sum has grown by agreement 
each year; by year eight, 1997, it will be $1.05 million additional per year from thee~:,,. 
den:±;antiersthtfd1Mttsu~se~ .c "Jf'~ ,....., ""7:'. "- • 

. . c · ~ 
The third component was the Federat10n.t:.ndowment fund, a separate source of money. In the 
first four-year wave: $1.29 million; in the second four-zear wave, $1 .60 million. What does that 
add up to in total additional funds _~h~ver eight years, the total 
additional funds will be $12 million. What will the run rate be next year? It will be plus $2.25 
million per year...ella~ftmrcth~p~to the Jewish educational enterprise of 
Cleveland, a community of 60,000 Jews. 
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•.,,,.,,,.... /I"' 

Here's~ statistic that is striking. In 1989, Je~jsh education received 23.69% o(the total 
federation allocation. In 1994-95, the allo,,.ca'tion went _frci"m 23.69~_f9 33.2% Thaf s real money! ___ ..... .--

/ I believe that Cleveland is perhaps the orlly community to have done' this. Why? Because . ·· 
. I' ✓ ....... 

. / leadership in Cleveland insisted on mfilcing Jewish' education a top priority. ,/ · . ~ 

What are the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay leaders can' t work without 
rabbis. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. The partnership is the key. 

What else have we done? We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our funding. We 
are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number of professionally 
trained educators working in congregational settings. We have radically expanded family and 
informal education opportunities, both quantitatively and qualitatively. And we have increased 
the number and percentage of students in day schools. 

What make the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic families to partner 
with champions of Jewish education. Those families were determined to overcome the large 
obstacle of inadequate community support for Jewish education. There-are -so-many wonderful -~ 
ideas: Where_isJh_e_money going to come from? One of the chief obstacles is inadequate support. 
With the emergence and development of lay people and professional academic educators, · -
together with the rabbinate, a c!r~matic change could happen. 

To conclude: Ltfiink~tJiltyNg;od things are happening in Jewish education, and .&M steady 
improvement is w~ our reacb. Perhaps you ])ever get achieve a state of perfection, the top of 
the mountai@ut 't;here's no question in my mind that Lhe Jewish educational system can be 
made vastly better than it is, that the ideas are there, the people are ther;;, M~0'tiiffl~e 
tem-:fic-talentris ·iIMhis~ business--3/~ they're out-there-m·aJJ kinds-of profession§ fn"North ~~ 
~ waiting to be tapped to contribute their talent and ideas . .A~C!>~eliever.we--""-
havA~~"cl'O!th'e"Jot>. With passion, time, creativity and leadership, we' ll see a 
transformation in the coming years. · ; ,, • ~ 1 , .... 

- .I~ :r ;,.r' 
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July 8, 1997 

Mort Mandel 
CUE 

Dear author! 

Enclosed please find: 

1. A document marked "original" in the upper-right comer. This is the version 
of your ffiJC essay that you edited and approved. 

2. A document marked "edited" in the upper-right corner. This version 
incorporates those suggestions of the HUC editor that I thought were 
worthwhile, and some additional suggestions from me. (I also raise two very 
small points of clarification in bold type on p. 11.) 

All the changes are minor, but I do believe that document #2 is clearer and 
slightly less colloquial for a printed version. The book should be lovely, and 
the company is great: Deborah Meier, Arnold Eisen, and Mort Mandel. 

My editorial suggestion is that you read through document #2 first. If anything 
seems "off'' to you, check it against document #1 to see if you prefer your 
earlier version of that particular phrase or sentence. 

ffiJC is now in the· design phase and should be going to press fairly soon. 
Please return your changes and/or sign-off to me in whatever fashion is 
easiest. (You can fax me changes written directly onto the page, mail me back 
your changes on either version, or we can set a time to talk.) 

Now that I know you were an English major I'm duly intimidated. But since I 
thought the original version was very good and I think the new version is even 
better, I'm not too worried. 

Yours, 

Nessa Rapoport 



The Role of Community and Philanthropy 

Morton L. Mandel 

I will present today a case history of a place and a case history of some 

people - a portrait that expresses our dreams and what motivates and 
Sd case hutonc.s dfe frl7 .stJrh"flJ pa int. f ,rst 

inspires us. ,. I'd like to share with you what has happened in Cleveland over 
f\ I thin~ rt~ uvtnlc:h ve. I l.1!,4r i/J the s:m,e v1M.y1rJ ;,J yw dd) :>fld 

the last ten years, because
11 
the story of Jewish education in Cleveland has filled 

Hr J~t,1.1<l .Jttry \(//) c1J.G1Jt me, Jec1use- wh .. f the. ~n,cno11 Je11u1i cc.rrif1lvn,fy netJ_r ,re re.up/~ 
me with lots of hope. ~}!'d also like to share with you my personal story, 

Jh6 
because ~

11
have a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. 

[what the American Jewish community needs are more and moreJ people 
cut ,n-ti the pr,;/e1YJ ,f crt i'h"J 

who see Jewish education as a way - perhaps the way -- tojf:reate] a 

flourishing, meaningful existence for North American Jews, and for all Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality 

Jewish education is a~ factor for success in our efforts to lead a more 
Jf ',I(,// ~..r wr Qi',t(f'fl') I? ::,f,,r, 

fulfilling Jewish life --~~d] to enhance the likelihood that future generations 

of Jews will choose to be Jews. My second assumption is that it is possible and 

within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish education that can 

compete with the best in public and private education. 

Let me give you some background about myself. My career has been in 

the business community. Beginning as co-founder, for thirty years I was the 
1n -!he Jutr1Ju'tl,,, ~f 

chief executive officer of a worldwide company~_klistributingJelectronic parts. I n°dVt 

learned a lot in the process of building that company - and I have brought :r+hf 
., lot , F 
Ji what I learned into my communal work. I can also say that I have brought A a hf tP 

what I learned as a communal leader into my company. I make this 

declaration often, and very proudly. I have not been a "do-gooder" who stole 

time from his responsibility to his company. My communal commitments 
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have been a learning experience for me that has contributed to the success of 

my business. 

And so, I' d like to share some business principles that may be 

universal, and thus applicable to Jewish education as well. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest 

heavily in developing them. That's what we did. This idea was a cornerstone 

of our accomplishment. 

Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The 

way to grow your business - or your institution - is to match your most 

talented people with your most important opportunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep institutional culture. 
Ooe u: 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my companya l .espect 
Tbc sew,J IJ: 1hvJ 1.1: 1he 11-::. 

for the individualg ~uperior 91stomer ~ervic~ ~nd the"pursuit of ~xcellence, 
~ '::.. :; ::.. - -::. ~ 

or "_pe the best you can be." These principles apply to any Jewish educational 

institution as well. 

Shaping a New Climate for Jewish Education 

Now let me tell you about my exierience in attempting to shape a new 
ii C41'1c. vf w,~ 

climate for Jewish education. While we ork onJ how to make the best 

school, how best to teach, or how best to learn -- and we have rich assets to 
Sa!l!C af ""~"' ~re. 111 thu m m -

address those challengeo/A-- I am focusing a lot of my time and thought on 

creating a climate in which excellent Jewish schooling can indeed flourish. 

That is, ~ e need] to meet a need that hopefully will be demanded by 

enlightened people in our communities. 

My personal commitment to Jewish education goes back to 1979, when 

I was on the Board of Governors of the Jewish Agency. I grew up as a leader in 
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the organized Jewish community -- locally, in the Cleveland Federation, and 

nationally, in the Council of Jewish Federations. [In those rolesJ Jewish 

education was the farthest thing from my mind. 

In the Jewish Agency, I became exposed to the world Jewish condition 

and came to understand that Jewish education was in a state of disarray. At 

the same time, I became convinced that Jewish education was a way to 
Cvt- 1ntv 

/\ IaddressJ the problems of Jewish continuity and Jewish life - and I have been at 

it ever since. In North America, that conviction led to a major 

transformation of the Jewish Community Center movement, through 

COMJEE -- the Commission on Maximizing Jewish Educational Effectiveness 

of JCC's, which I chaired, and which issued its report in 1984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea that JCC's should 

see themselves as important centers in transforming the Jewish community 

through education, in ways uniquely suited to JCC's. Whereas in 1986 there 

were two or three directors of education working in community centers, ten 
6S 

years later there are sixty-five. 

A second commission was the Commission on Jewish Education in 

North America, which began in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its 

report A Time to Act. The commission was the first continental, 

transdenominational setting to deliberate about Jewish education; and the 

Reform movement was well represented in that process by Alfred Gottschalk 
'H 

and Sara Lee, among others. All of the forty six participants had their own tvr 1nh 
ideas about how to J mprovE;] Jewish education. My family was interested in 

investing in Jewish education, but we had no idea how to evaluate the many 

ideas that were being floated. The purpose of the commission, then, was to 

see if we could develop a blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in 

North America. Nothing less than that. To give you an idea of the interest 
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51 
in this ambitious dream, let me add that of the fifty-one people we invited to 

1./1 
participate -- lay, academic, communal professionals, etc. -- forty-six said yes 

immediately. 

What emerged after an intensive two-year process was that there were 

two necessary conditions to effect change in .aey area of Jewish educatio:rw 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when 

parents talk about what their kids are doing, one says, "My kid is a doctor at a 

major research center," and the other says, "Mine is a lawyer at a big, 

prestigious firm," and the third one says, "My daughter is a partner on Wall 

Street," but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish teacher, is silent. In the future, 

we want that fourth to declare, with pride, "My child is a Jewish educator!" 

The second is mobi1izing community support for Jewish education, [by] 

developing a growing number of community leaders who are passionate and 

knowledgeable about Jewish education, and an increasing number of Jewish 

communities who have placed Jewish education at the center of their vision 

and resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the 

Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two 

recommendations to life. CIJE has been a catalyst for change, through pilot 

projects that lead to building the profession and mobilizing community 

support for Jewish education. Working on these two aspects of the systemic 

reform effort has been a major part of my own agenda. 

The Winds of Change 

From the vantage point of change, I can say that the climate of Jewish 

educational reform is steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on 
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everyone's agenda, whether in the United Kingdom, in France, or in Israel. 

The recent report of the Shenhar Commission on the public school system in 
<lt1.1ts~ f>l'll!hvn,o/. worldMldt: JcwtJh 

Israel criticized that system for not teaching Israeli children about thenhistory; 
JewtJh ){)d Ja 011 • '' 

adci/\ value,,.pf the Jewish community worldwide] 
15" 

I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the fifteen largest North 

American communities what two or three concerns keep them up at night, . . 
/ / 

they would say: Jewish continuity, Jewish education, strengthening the 

Jewish people. Those issues are the top priority. And that's different from 

the situation ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform efforts 

underway in many North American communities, efforts led by dedicated 

people. And, surprisingly, there are many leaders who are eager to 

contribute. One of CIJE's "discoveries," for example, has been Jewish 

academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 
-iv 

education. When they hear about our work, they want to get involved[and] 

bring their own knowledge base to Jewish education. I think this expanding 

group will be a gold mine. 

The same is true of lay leadership. There are a lot of lay leaders who 
~ I tn,11~ 11ic re~ph Y< -/hvc. 

are not on fire about Jewish education -- but they could b~!f our work 

inspires themJ[ Our challenge is to bring]~utstanding Jewish men and women : Our 01,/lePJe 1.1 

-h Jnn, fh<'.ftl ::. 
info our work. · 

A Aua/ ) v.>11t- i, n11k th~r 
~ ~e are the richest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish 

people. The financial resources to do everything we need are here. We have 

raised the level of commitment and interest sufficiently that people should be 

willing to put their money where their mouths are. That's step one. Now we 

have to seek ways to get more potential funders involved in our work. 
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If it's true that the Jewish educator is the key to the kind of future we 

want, we will only have the right kind of teachers and educational leaders if 

people of quality enter the profession in sufficient numbers and find fulfilling 

careers. And that will happen only when the supporting conditions are right 

-- when the community believes that what the teachers are teaching is indeed 

important, vitally important. Then we'll have the kind of teachers we want 

and need. 
l1vi ,j 

As I have said, our success will depend heavily on people, lay and 

professional. It will equally depend on content and ideas. For example, one 

of the ideas that has come out of CIJE's deliberations is that educational 

institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools and congregational schools 

need to be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for what? What 

kind of Jew do we want to nurture, do we want to graduate from this 

institution? Do we want to stuff the heads of our students with facts and 

rituals unconnected to a larger purpose? Or do we want to turn out a 

mensch ?11 

We need the intersection of outstanding people with outstanding ideas 

to make systemic reform of Jewish education a reality. 
yr,Jr (Jr,,rti11n,+y 1 

What will it take? When Operation Moses took place in[our 

communitie~ -- the extraordinary effort to bring Jews out of the former Soviet 

Union __ y,:e know that American Jews produced several hundred million 

dollars virtually C?vernight. It's the only campaign I ever worked on, Jewish 

or general, that was easy. Because when American Jews saw that there was an 

opportunity to help Soviet Jews, they leaped at the chance. That proved a lot 

of things. It proved how beautiful we are as a people, but it also proved how 

much money is available when the cause is a compelling one. Our challenge 

is to make it clear that Jewish education is a compelling cause. 
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Concrete Results in Cleveland 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launch the 

Cleveland Commission on Jewish Continuity in 1986. Again, we invited 
to (O 

about sixty people and nearly all of them said yes. We thought we'd ask sixty 
JO 

in order to get thirty; instead we ended up with a bigger commission than we 

wanted. But that was a strong, positive signal to us. 

The commission was co-chaired by an appointee of the Federation and 

by an appointee of our city's rabbinical group. We wanted those two groups to 

work together, which does not always happen. 

Four key strategies drove the commission. First and foremost, we 

wanted to strengthen our core of Jewish educators and administrators. The 

myth is that almost everyone in the profession is a shlepper, but we knew 

that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators were dedicated but 

untrained - either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we 

needed to strengthen the core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway 

through which most families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational 

experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational 

programming into the Jewish educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish 

community of Cleveland, which we attribute directly to the increased 

emphasis on Jewish education. 

Here are some concrete results: 
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Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 

Before: 

Now: 

One-half of school-age children 

Two-thirds of school-age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 

Before: 

Now: 

15% of total enrollment 

28% of total enrollment 

Number of professio~ally trained educators in congregational and 

supplementary settings only: 

Before: 

Now: 

working full-time. 

Four full-time directors 

Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows 

What was the trigger? Why did this happenf} Local families, including 

my own, were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite apart 

from the normal campaign fundraising process. We've now had two four

year waves. In the first four years, 1989-1993, three families committed $1.85 

million. In the second four-year wave, the three families grew to eight 
;-Hiesc e1yht- f,mil1r:-J 

families, who committed a total of $3.11 million.) ,n tcnms~ i ihe ~nJ11PI 11-t.5" rn,lltM. 

In addition to the families, there were two other partners. In the first 

year, 1989, the Federation increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has 

grown by agreement each year; by year eight, 1997, it will be $1.05 million 

additional per year from the Federation's annual campaign. The third 

component was the Federation Endowment Fund, a separate · source of 

money. In the first four-year wave, it contributed $1.29 million; in the second 

four-year wave, $1.6 million. What does that add up to in total additional 

funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 million. What 
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flUJ 
will the total be next year? It will be Jin.ore thanJ$2.25 million per year to the 

Jewish educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 60,000 Jews. 

What are the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay 
NE~-' 

leaders can't work without rabbis. Lay leaders can' t work in a vacuum. [ And 

educators and rabbis can't do the work without lay leadersJ A good 

partnership is the key. 

What else have we done? We have shifted communal priorities, as 

reflected in our funding. We are making continuing education a norm. We 

have multiplied the number of professionally trained educators working in 

congregational settings. We have expanded family and informal education 

opportunities, both quantitatively and qualitatively. And we have increased 

the number and percentage of students in day schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of 

philanthropic families to partner with champions of Jewish education. Those 

families were determined to overcome the large obstacle of inadequate 

community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish educatio~, and 

steady improvement is within our reach. There's no question in my mind 

that the Jewish educational system can be made vastly better than it is, that 

the ideas are there, the people are there, waiting to be tapped to contribute 

their talent and ideas. With passion, time, creativity and leadership, we' ll see 

a transformation in the coming years. Count on it! 
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The Role of Community and Philanthropy 

. . ' 
• ~ ' ,< ... ·~ 

Morton L. Mandel . 

Today I would like to present a case history of a place and of some people - a portrait 
,S O)lt':0{:, 

that expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires us. I will share with you what 
/) ' 

has happened in Cleveland over the last ten years, because the story of Jewish education 

(~ 

in Clevelan~ has filled me with tbJs'~f hope. I'd also like to offer my personal story as ,f (f>L( & 1ft, rf4., _J 

tJew}1fb.~a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. I am one of a 
p- f.· ' "'l' 

· growing number of people who see Jewish education as a way -- perhaps the way -~ to 

}~•~l. . MAY0( 
create a flourishing, meaningful existence for North American Jews, and for all Jews. 

/i A 

...---------"- I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a bigh~quality Jewish education is a . 
/ " ', ' . . ' 

.. / ' , io1'·.11U·'°~ · key factor for success in our efforts to build a more fulfilling Jewish life 'A'efefe and to ;' po V .,;It , .: , /'f.',," 
i V . .Jew t.!.{,f I 

\~ enhance the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to beJ.e~ws:r My' second 

assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish 

education that can compete with the best in public and private education. 

t 
,P€t jl--'-.!.\_, 

Let me give you some background. Beginning~ coM:fi under, I was for thirty years the 
. [\ ., 

l"v~1 ;-CiVfJh lf.St<t( '1-\'$r( tlytCf,) · 
chief executive officer of a worldwide company that-distributes electronic·par\B'. I learned 

",(\'; ~ f,1 vu (.f., ' 
a lot in the process of building that company - and I have brought/Jwhat I learned into my 
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co~itments have educated me in a way that has pontributed.to the success ofqp'iJ1t., . . , . ,, . 

. : . 

apply to the world of Jewish education. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heavily in developing 

them. This idf!a was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 

Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to ,gro_w_ /our ,tt; { 
. -w ~ Llf.Js~si,.idrtys-qr institution/tljs to match ~t.µ' most talented people with )}>UJ; most 

important opportunities. 

And third; Build a strong, deep institutional culture. i1en..~ j){} ·tfJer 47(li .j •--;· ~f., 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company: respect for the . • 
. . . . 

individual; superior customer service; and the pursuit of excellence; c¼~t4~Jt~ 
EAJNr tt,:.,--r~·c.vl1j--7(. 

~e'!frhese principles are-simple.£ to ~y than to implement. They j~d1n4-1 
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sustained the way we did business, and iliey ;fj~apply to any Jewish edu~tional 

institution. 

Shaping a New Climate for Jewish Education 

PAGE.004 

Now let me tell you about my experience in attempting to shape a new climate for Jewish 

I> W(Jf/\.J!../ t-'V . 7'){-r7'€,~· s 
education. While the Jewish community ,\we:;k:-s on now to~ tli~.lte5! school, how best 

to teach, or how best to learn -- and we have rich assets to address those challenges - I 

am focusillg,a~lofpfrp.y ffipea°2d·tho~'t'on creating a climate in which excellent Jewish ·· 

schooli~g can~cfbf1~·~ourish. That is, on helping the system of Jewish education setj' ifwf!Cr 
s JewtJµ.. le~tr J · · 

standard that I. hope will be demanc!!Z! by enlightened }®Pl~~ 9~ comm~~es. . 

. . .. ···- .... .,._.....,.,. ,, . . _ ~ . ---~·-•·~'Y'\- ,-~•~...-_ .. , .... 
···· ··· ··· ·· --

.. : -''My commitment to Jewish education goes back to 1979, when I was on the· Board of . J 
i -~-r:=(TA',"'v"'1tl- ~ --P ·--.:.......~------i 

Governors of the Jewish Agency/l'grew-'Up-a&~eadiff"in the organized Jewish 
~-- / I - . 

-::-· . ·-·---.J -~ {$µ, . 
community-- locally, in the Cleveland Federation., and nationally, in the CoW1cil of 

A . . . : 

Jewish Federations. In the sixties and early seventies; Jewish educati<;>n was the farthest 

-.. thing from my mind. ,:-,·· 
'-.... . J ~---...--- ,._ ..... ~ ... ··-..... --

J,4t/4(the Jewish Agency, I ~@G~~~~came to 
r:'!/{,fl{HJ/(~ 

understand that Jewish education was in a state of disarray. At the same time, I became 
~ . 
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convinc~d that Jewish education was a way to address the problems of Jewish continuity 
. . . 

and Jc~sh life -- and I h~ve ~en ~t j t ever sin~ . In No.rth.~erica, tha~ com;iction 1~ 

to a majo, transformation of the Jewish Community Ce-mO""":en~ thro'@' 
Jfjt.hc Commission on M~g Jewish Educ~tional Effectiven:ess of JCCsA ~ch I 

chaired, and which issued its report in 1984. 

. . 
What emerged from that commission was the idea that JCCs should see themselves as 7 

c;ts . ? 
important c~~tcrs in transforming the Jewish community through education, in ways_ v<~ ' · 

uniquely suited to JCCs. As a result, whereas in 1986 there were two or three · -~ f '1:&vl.f ~ 
. ' . 

education ~~~'in community centers, ten years later there are sixty-five ._r vet+ F✓I f 'rl.4i c 
. l'"t':" r .ers b,1 . .S.,, 

t;"{J)err.ttt c{ · · · · 
A second commissio~ was the Commission on Jewish Education in North America, 

which began in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to Act. The . , 

commission was the first continental, trans~enominational settin~ t~ deliberate about 

Jewish education. ff.b,e-R:eform--movemer.tt'was•wel-kepresent~¼~t,pr~ 

-~;.:~'ss1~er-1 · · 
"1Qf:.tschalk..and·-Satrte'e;afffong·others.-}-All of the forty-six~ had their own . . , : 

ideas about how to improve Jewish education. My family was interested in investing in 

c..le~ 1.v1rY ' ; · 
Jewish education, but we had no iliea!]lQ»),tO evaluate the many ideas that were being · , . 

floated . . The purpose of the commission, then, was to see if~e could develop a blueprint 

for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. Nothing less than that. To ) 
. ll-e~ · · v(),1,-mt;)✓~ · · 

give you an idea ofthelnterest in t,bi:s...,,ru;pbiuous'a~rq1 :lf;t;;..a n ~IIBt Dfthe ~-one 
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people we invited to participate -- lay; academic; communal professionals, etc. -- forty~six 

conditions to effect change in mo: area·of Jewish education. · · 

\~ ~ . . 
. . . (.,wr. f'r. I) ti C, e,,-.. l-1/t/ ( c &'·y; rr-y v,,J /,t(11.tJ 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents talk 

about what their children are doing, one says, "My son is a doctor at a major research-

c ~-~;,, T¢f . ~ 
center,"~lftl].e-pfuer.says, "Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and~~third one 

s~ys, "My daughter is a partner on Wall Street," but the fourth, the parent of.a Jewish 

teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that fourth to declare with pride, "My child is a 

Jewish educator!" 

~iz(/~1,1 l,~~ t-A·irec1 . 
The second ls mobilizing community support for Jewish education by developing a (\ . -J 
growing number of community leaders who are passionate and knowledgeable about 

. . dil,<-( · . fM.. b f . . h . . h ha . : 
Jewish education, an ~,mcreasmg num er o Jewis commumties w. o :ve placed 

, /1 . . 

Jewish education at the center of their vision and resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the' establishment of the Council~for ~ -rz; 
I &'~JLJ . 4'-,'!) . 

Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two recommendations tC? life. CIJE 
. . ~ 

has been a catalyst for change through pilot projects that lead to buildin,g the profession 

5 
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and mobilizing community support fot Jewish education. Working on these two aspects 

of the WJt~rti}-~form effort has been a major part of ~y ,,,,agenda. 

The Winds of Change 

/tJ 1tl.-~t41f .7{} 1,1 Cl~ _ 
~m-::thnantage,mint"O£ change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform 

. dil . . . ld 'd Th b' . li(iuoJ(. ' da,·. h th : th 1s stea y Jmprovmg wor · wt e. e su ~ect 1s on everyone s agen w e er m e 
I\ 

United Kin~dom, in France, or in Israel. The recent report o~the Shenhar Commission /J.!)t1C1f 

)l}p,lthe pu~Jic school system in Israel criticized tha~ system for not teaching Israeli 

children about the history and values of the Jewish community worldwide. 

' 
I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the fifteen largest North y\merican ~ ~ /.J 

communities what two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: Jewish 
• . y\ 

contin~ity, Jewish education, strength~ning the Jewish people. ~fssuet,,,fJf,i now lt{~, ~ 
top priority-- and that's different from~~ib7_tenyears ago . . 

The good news is that there are ·serious educational refonn efforts underway in many 

. North American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. An~1W~IiJ there 

are many leaders who are eager to contribute. One of CIJE' s "discoveries," for example, 

has been Jewish academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 

education. When they hear about our work, they want to get involved, to bring their own 

6 
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knowledge base to Jewish education. I think this.~xpanding group will be } ~old mine. ~; 

....... 

The same is true of lay leadership. There are a~M~y l~~ who are .not. o~· fire ·a.ho~ . 
. 4- H,t-~,t, . . . 

Jewish education - but they could be, ·if our :work inspires them. 0l.ir challenge is fo Cl'ff'/IIV / · 
V~ h 

· brin! outstanding Jewish men and women into this work. 

·weiH-~rt.fr . 
We are the :aehest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. The financial 

resources to do everything we need are here. We have raised the level of commitment 
eY-tf~ mo~ 

and interest sufficiently that people sh~uld be ~lling to put their money where their iJelf!lr.J 
· I · l#i6-f -

yi6~~ ~e. *at' ~teptt'·/J7~ have to seek ways to get more p0tenti1 funders . 

involved. 
. . 

1 ~ 7 . ·. · r., . . .. . . Lci: . ~ ..... ,. , . .. . . ·. . 
If it's true that the Jewish educator is&keyto the kind of~ we want, we wil~ have 

. Iv Pl4l{ . 
the right kind of teachers and educational leaders only if people of quality enter the 

Ai-£ ttt>lf -1i) A . . . 
profession in sufficient numbers and fincf fulfilling careers. And !Mt will happen only 

/\ 

when the supporting conditions are right - when the community believes that wh~t the 

0\..--C wtff ~ 
teachers are teaching is indeed important, vitally important. Then 'We)ll have the kind of 

{\ 

teachers we want and need. 

A(,J .IJ cp~-1( { . 
!ts-I-hav~4' our success will depend heavily on people, lay and professio4. It will 

equally depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of 

7 
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· 7 ... #t>~tA · . oA". 
CI eliberations is ~at educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools 

··. · tt1vi-( . _.. . . 
and congreg~tional school~cedito be able to answer the qu~on: "Jewish education for 

. . 

what? What kind of Jew do we want to nurture, !!,cfyt,JtaJJ.t!/.o graduate from this · 

institution? Be-:we..want4o--stuff-.the 11emirnf-our"Student:s"With .faots--an<l--rituals-. . 
__ ---__ __f:f,,r·.,J Jew 11J.1. 

~ec!~41P::[!~~o we want to turn out a mensch?" 
~ . ~ 

... , ,; .... 

M~ . 
We need the intersection of outstanding people 1'it11 outstanding ideas to make systemic 

reform of Jewish education a reality. 

What will it take? When Operation Moses took place in our communities - the 

extraordinary effort to bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union - American Jews 

. : 

produced several hundred million dollars virtually overnight. · It's the only campaign I 

. Re~lli -. . . 
ever worked on, Jewish or general, that was .easy. Because when American Jews saw that . ~ 

1 Ml,i A,ll>io..11 
there was an opportunity to help Soviet Jews, they leaped at the chance. Thatprovedf 7t> /114' . . h n 

A·~A-Jrl · w ,.,_j,1 rrc,;I · /:kl 1> 
Jo~s......It-iproved how treaooful we are as a people, %tLalsi3.pto'le(t how much 

money is available when the cause is a compelling one. Now we must make it clear that 

Jewish education is;~~ a ~ompelling cause. , 

Concrete Results in Cleveland 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland CoIIl.Illission 

8 
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~ali 
doeb ttv,, 
pr~ 
~1. 

I 
I 

( 

fo (Al't4l, 
rtJ, p,,,,.J,l, ,. 

on Jewish Continuity in 1986. ~ invited about sixty people .,,,{"J!1t all of 
. . . ; A 

r . . . : . 
them said yes. We thought we'd ask sixty in order to get thirty; instead, we ended up 

. --._rJ?.__J . . 
with a bigger commission than we wanted/But that was a strong, positive signal to us. { bere /J 

_, ;.rr er cs. , 1 J) j1t u .J ()(::, ✓ e c. T · · 
· . Lr/re R-- · ✓w tJ ff · 

The commission was co-chaired by an appointee of the Federation· and by an appointee of 

C ~
f:j " . ~ .\el! .. t !) 

pt?ycjty1s rabbinical group. w~wanted.those.twAl..gl'Oups-to'WOrk-tog"e"fJWr,''wtitclitloes_.., 

Rot-al~· 

Four key strategies drove the commission. First and foremost. we wanted to strengthen 

. . . C6-,(.Vf,,,,rt/lJ.!/ 0/.S.~ ~_c f "7' )'1&11 .. 'fCI/-Uf f/"'J 
our core of Jewish educators and administrators. The-mytb:i.s-that--almoSt everyonein'11ID-

professi~·sh/eppef, but we knew that wasn't so. V/hat is true is that many of our 

d ~J H, ld~fd. d~Jtl · ed. 'tb . J . h stud· . d . . b th e ucators ..are e 1cate ~t untram - el er m eWJ.s 1es, in e ucation, or m o . 
J J . 

And so we needed to strengthen the core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through whi~h most 

· families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational programming into the Jewish 

educational experience. 

9 
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Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community of 

Clev~l'and, w~ich we ·attribute directly to 1;1ncreased emphasis on Jewish education. 

Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish s·chools: 

Before: One-half of sch~ol-age children 

Now: Two-thirds of school-age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 

Before: 15% of total enrollment 

Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings 

.. only: 

Before: Four full-time directors 

Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

What was the trigger? Why did this happen? Local families, including my own, were 

motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite apart from the normal campai~ 

fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the first four years, 1989-

1993, three families committed $1.85 million. In the second four-year wave, the three 

families grew to eight families; those families committed a total of $3 .11 million. 

10 
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In addition to the families, there were two other partners·.· In the first year, 1989, the 

Federation increased its allocation by $100,000, This sum has grown by agreement each 

year; by year eight, 1997, it will be $1.05 million additional per year from the 

Federation' s anp.ual campaign. The third component was· th~ Federation Endo~ent 

Fund, a separate source of money. In the first four-year wave, it contributed $1.29 

million; in the second four-year wave, $1 .6 million. What does that add up to in total 

additional funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 million. What 

'"'~~ • will the total be next year? It will bep~ : Do th" th}JD-'...._'?~.i.wlilff,--

") n .,,... 1 U f'iC11L4 +:v1JbJ 
ZPI~"is ~o'iirusm.e~ $2.25 million per year to the Jewish educational enterprise of 

. (.J I . 

Clevel~d, a community of 60,0~ews. S~l'MJOl Of writtt,i oiJ-{ 

> tf',\AJ. r-I/ - . . . 
What are the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators: Lay leaders can't work 

;_ 

without rabbis. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. And educators and rabbis can't do 

wou1111 f 
the work without lay leaders. {BlJC-added'th.is-la11t-s-entenc~.J A.gooo,partnersbip is the l2tf~ 

key. 

What else have we done? _We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our 

funding. We are making co~tinuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number 

of professionally trained educators working in congregational settings. We have 

expanded family and informal education opportunities, both quantitatively and 
' . 

qualitatively. And we have increased the number and percentage of students in day 

11 
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I • 
... .. . ~ 

schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic families 

I\ I ( 

. to partner with champions of Jewish education. Those families were determined to C{f7/1f,lf -fl 

-riv., .::.r S. , -~.) ~ f,1()()(..llf 7f1e fl.tf ,tT /l~l'jl/t'r /f?il/J 1i) . 
overcome the large obstacle of inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish educationt and steady improvement is 

within our reach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish educational system can 

be made vastly better than it is. The ideas are there and the people are there, waiting to be 

tapped to contribute their talent and commitment. With passion, time, creativity and 

: l~-r1t1l!tP 1/flf f>llf.1.,-'"6wd ~--tr'!lr-'(tJ( -t'v-:1",(l ~ 
leadership, we'll see ~ansformation in the coming years. Count on it! 
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The Role of Community and Philanthropy 

Morton L. Mandel 

Today I would like to present a case history of a place and of some people -- a portrait 

5 O•tC; 
that expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires us. I will share with you what 

/) 

has happened in Cleveland over the last ten years, because the story of Jewish education 

in Cleveland has filled me with lots of hope. I'd also like to offer my personal story as cl, 1 ;t[ &,-f/71 f-(4J 

Jew With a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. I am one of a 

growing number of people who see Jewish education as a way -- perhaps the way -- to 
f-' {flP 

✓ 

create a flourishing, meaningful existence for North American Jews, and for all Jews. 
(\ 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish education is a 

key factor for success in our efforts to build a more fulfilling Jewish life ~'ere;;; and to 

_j ..; , 

enhance the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to be,Jews., My second 

assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish 

education that can compete with the best in public and private education. 

') 
r . 

Let me give you some background. Beginning as co-founder, I was for thirty years the 

- - _, - !.JS1<'r/ 1n ....1-,r t vs [ 
chief executive officer of a worldwide company that distributes electronic parts. I learned 

~, 
v.._, 

a lot in the process of building that company -- and I have brought what I learned into my 

1 
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Sch 

communal work. I can also say that I Jiai.,\1 (brought t hat I learned as a communal leader i? # C(c TV 

, ii:ito my company. I-make. this declaration_often, and very proudly. I have not-been a-

/ If,-. < v1) ic o ,:;, 
.:'do-go(:)der1

' who stole time-from his responsibility to his company. My communal 
I 

commitments have educated me in a way that has contributed to the success ofq ['~IL 

I ,r 

And so, I'd like to share some business,principles ,that may 1Je-uniYef:S!llt3114'.thetefo1te 

apply to the world of Jewish education. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heavily in developing 

them. This idea was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 

Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to grow fpur I, t' ( 

%Jsiaj!ss/-.fo'r'/_y0lfr institution -- is to match y<iurr most talented people with you; most 

important opportunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep institutional culture. 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company: respect for the 

individual; superior customer service; and the pursuit of excellenc~, o:r: 'oe ill~ 15'J2 t-~ , 

1,,1! < ( 

,tanAi>'ei''-1These principles are simpleF to say than to implement. They M;ans-f'oi:rrget'ffii~1 .,'-"" II v v 

2 



sustained the way we did business, and theyJ1/40_ apply to any Jewish educational 

institution. 

Shaping a New Climate for Jewish Education 

Now let me tell you about my experience in attempting to shape a new climate for Jewish 
,,y_,. . (;. 

education. While the Jewish community works on how to make the best schoo( how best 

to teach, or how best to learn -- and we have rich assets to address those challenges -- I 

am focusing a lot of my time add thowgh17on creating a climate in which excellent Jewish 

schooling can.ipdeeq flourish. That is, on helping the system of Jewish education set;gt' # If !/<I 
~ < ~ , 

standarcfthat I hope will be demanded by enlightenedy~.ople in o{rr communities. 

My commitment to Jewish education goes back to 1979, when I was on the Board of 
.... 

$ r I I• Y, "ff t 

Governors of the Jewish Agency. I grew up as a leadefin the organized Jewish 
... _ 
community-- locally, in the Cleveland Federation, and nationally, in the Council of 

Jewish Federations. In the sixties and early seventies, Jewish education was the farthest 

thing from my mind. 

J,4t/4t the Jewish Agency, I 9ecarfie'e25P-0secl.!..aA~0rtciJewisil-ctmdi1don anGf came to 
t J(rt/ I, H{A.(° 

understand that Jewish education was in a state of disarray. At the same time, I became 
~ 
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convinced that Jewish education was a way to address the problems of Jewish continuity 

and Jewish life -- and I have been at it ever since. In North America, that conviction led 

to a major transformation of the Jewish Community Center movement, through COM~ "' 

,if-Jthe Commission on Maximizing Jewish Educational Effectiveness of JCC~ ~ ..,

chaired, and which issued its report in 1984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea that JCCs should see themselves as 

important centers in transfonning the Jewish community through education, in ways 

If I 4 
uniquely suited to JCCs. As a result, whereas in 1986 there were two or three-directors of &vlf If 

education ;woiking'in community centers, ten years later there are sixty-five.~ <K,,t{- r:vf { 'Tu,< 
f .e' I~ S C ! _! ,, 

I' 

A second commission was the Commission on Jewish Education in North America, ,. 
which began in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to Act. The 

commission was the first continental, transdenominational setting to deliberate about 

Jewish education.fThe R~form movement was well represented in that.process by Alfred 
~,. ~, r 1" ff .J 

, Gottschalk and Sara Lee, among others.) All of the forty-six pm-"iiGipan.ts had their own 

ideas about how to improve Jewish education. My family was interested in investing in 

c..Le~ w11Y 
Jewish education, but we had nojdea;_hQ.~ to evaluate the many ideas that were being 

floated. The purpose of the commission, then, was to see if we could develop a blueprint 

for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. Nothing less than that. To 

,.,:e_fl,v,,_ C,~ I ,rr/6, 
give you an idea of the interest in ,t'b.i'§,,al)).lJihouscht~ekl:.that of the fifty-one 

(I 
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people we invited to participate -- lay, academic, communal professionals, etc. -- forty-six 

said yes,'1:drmediateiy:' 

\,I/ - , JI I t, ,I ...f_ / .._i ,,,- / 
J ~ ' ' ~. ~ ' f t M ' "'1'14- /;,I ✓ V '\, ~ ~ ,,.,,,~ / , ,f:.J r' # /4 . 

\\l.haLemerg~~r an.inte_nsit e-tw0=year pJ:Qoe~s was that there were two necessary 

conditions to effect change in any area of Jewish education. 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents talk 

about what their children are doing, one says, "My son is a doctor at a major research

center," ,a~~\l)._e other says, "Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," andJfu\ third one 

says, "My daughter is a partner on Wall Street," but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish 

teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that fow1h to declare with pride, "My child is a 

Jewish educator!" 

~l-

The second is mobilizing community suppo1t for Jewish education by developing a r 

growing number of community leaders who are passionate and knowledgeable about 

Jewish education, and.an increasing number of Jewish communities who have placed 

Jewish education at the center of their vision and resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the·establishment of the Council for f -flt.. 
✓;J_; ,J, 

~ ✓"' 

Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two recommendations to life. CIJE 

has been a catalyst for change through pilot projects that lead to building the profession 

5 



and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. Working on these two aspects 

of the ~,yst~m~c Teform effort has been a major part of my pv!l "Yagenda. 

The Winds of Change 

I ✓ - •A -
/) , '/{ /, 1- ..... ~'--

Frnm the vantage--point of change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform 

. d'l . . ld 'd Th b' . klMOJf ' d h h · th 1s stea 1 y improvmg wor w1 e. e su 1ect 1s on everyone s agen a, w et er m e 
I\ 

United Kingdom, in France, or in Israel. The recent report of the Sbenhar Commission /t-f),~tl/ 

}Jn the public school system in Israel criticized that system for not teaching Israeli 

children about the history and values of the Jewish community worldwide. 

I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the fifteen largest North American .tA:, /J 
o,1-f 171° ·te,,,.. 

communities what two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: Jewish 

continuity, Jewish education, strengthening the Jewish people. 'fchQ_§,.e f ssuefl✓ar.i now tl1fi Ir 

top priority -- and that's different from11@.e~~ati01:1 ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform efforts underway in many 

North American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. AndfSJlirr17nrt?Jl* there 

are many leaders who are eager to contribute. One of CIJE's "discoveries," for example, 

has been Jewish academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 

education. When they hear about our work, they want to get involved, to bring their own 

6 



knowledge base to Jewish education. I think this expanding group will be a\ old mine. 

f.tip.; ':( 
The same is true of lay leadership. There are a J'qtJ<i\ftlay leaders who are not on fire about 

A J,..:~/1, 
Jewish education -- but they could be, if our work inspires them. 0.,tµ"Ahallenge is to C ►t-f"tJIIJv 

t "' 
bring outstanding Jewish men and women into this work. 

w eJJl -ti Ip..[ ( 
We are the :ei-ehest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. The financial 

resources to do everything we need are here. We have raised the level of commitment 
,. 

and interest sufficiently that people should be willing to put their money where their i../6f!lt.J 
' I ' U/,,6 f 

n1011~hs are. Y't-at' slstep one. Now we have to seek ways to get more potentia~funders 

involved. 

If it's true that the Jewish educator is/fhe key to the kind of future we want, we will have 
r 

the right kind of teachers and educational leaders only if people of quality enter the 

1.,, , r ~f -n " 
profession in sufficient numbers and find fulfilling careers. And that will happen only , 
when the supporting conditions are right -- when the community believes that what the 

,\,{( ~ 
teachers are teaching is indeed important, vitally important. Then we}ll have the kind of 

{\ 

teachers we want and need. 

rf< 
A:s I have said,; our success will depend heavily on people, lay and professiona). It will 

equally depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of 

7 
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CIJE's aeliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools 

t' • \. 
and congregational schools need.tc, be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for . 
what? What kind of Jew do we want to ~urture, ,c£,twr:)ia/J.i/o graduate from this 

institution? Bo -we want.t0 stuff the heads of our students with facts and rituals -
, .. J ._,, ec,,, UL/ 

unconn~cted to a larger purpose? Or..do we want to turn out a mensch?" 
fJ 

f. I 
I S 

We need the intersection of outstanding people with outstanding ideas to make systemic 

reform of Jewish education a reality. 

What will it take? When Operation Moses took place in our communities -- the 

extraordinary effort to br ing Jews out of the fo1mer Soviet Union -- American Jews 

produced several hundred million dollars virtually overnight. It's the only campaign I 

Kefll ( 
ever worked on, Jewish or general, that was easy. Because when American Jews saw that 

" - 1 I '( /I ~ ( 
there was an opportunity to help Soviet Jews, they leaped at the chance. That ,proved ·i 10 111 ·I? . t l' 

, ~ , • · 1t1 l· ut i ,, ... :-
-lot.&,f t!:ri,ngs. ••-lt proved how ·heautiful we are as apeople,lbu~itLalso prot e~ how much 

money is available when the cause is a compelling one. Now we must make it clear that 

Jewish education islJi~ a compelling cause. 

Concrete Results in Cleveland 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland Commission 
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~ CfH I 
on Jewish Continuity in 1986. figau~1we invited about sixty people and nearly all of 

~ v, ~ 

them said yes. We thought we'd ask sixty in order to get thirty; instead, we ended up 
---b I 

with a bigger commission than we wanted1~ at was a strong, positive signal to us. )
1 

l>ef /J 
J tv((,rw r ,,) 1 ..J0~Jt'c 7 

/ 

I Lr7eR. .jt,,,.,J1J-11 
The commission was co-chaired by an appointee of the Federation and by an appointee of 
I ~ ( (\ ~ 

I 

Pl.Q'. mfy s rabbinical group. We wanted those two groups to work toge'fher , which does "" 

not al\Vayj.!l1}ppen. 

Four key strategies drove the commission. First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen 
~ 'I ,ri I, cl ., UJW' 1/:4> ,..,- I I ,J.r 4(./f(/'J 

our core of Jewish educators and administrators. The-myth-is that almosr eve"fyoiie in the-
-t."' 

•profession is a' shlepper, but we knew that wasn't so. \Vhat is true is that many of our 
•r ,.,, 

educators are dedicatedJ:iuti untrained -- either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. 

And so we needed to strengthen the core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through which most 

families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational programming into the Jewish 

educational experience. 
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Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community of 

Cleveland, which we attribute directly to 1$.~i ncreased emphasis on Jewish education. 

Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 

Before: One-half of school-age children 

Now: Two-thirds of school-age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 

Before: 15% of total enrollment 

Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings 

only: 

Before: Four full-time directors 

Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

What was the trigger? Why did this happen? Local families, including my own, were 

motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite apart from the normal campaign 

fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the first four years, 1989-

1993, three families committed $1.85 million. In the second four-year wave, the three 

families grew to eight families; those families committed a total of $3 .11 million. 

1 0 
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In addition to the families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, the 

Federation increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by agreement each 

year; by year eight, 1997, it will be $1.05 million additional per year from the 

Federation's annual campaign. The third component was the Federation Endowment 

Fund, a separate source of money. In the first four-year wave, it contributed $1.29 

million; in the second four-year wave, $1.6 million. What does that add up to in total 

additional funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 million. What 
fl-(' ~ 1✓ /i 

will the total be next year? It will be,p~~~e'sthls~0r~think-

1 -. 1 ') 1 

"plul ' "is tonflising.1 $2.25 million per year fO the Jewish educational enterprise of 

Cleveland, a community of 60,000)ews. 
I 

.?l • .J (f 
What are the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay leaders can't work 

without rabbis. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. And educators and rabbis can't do 

.)) OI\K.,I~ 1 I 
the work without lay leaders. lJIUC.added this last sentence.] A good partnership is the l fl} 

I\ 

key. 

What else have we done? We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our 

funding. We are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number 

of professionally trained educators working in congregational settings. We have 

expanded family and informal education opportunities, both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. And we have increased the number and percentage of students in day 

11 



schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic families 

I\ I ( 

to partner with champions of Jewish education. Those families were determined to C{/?f7flf e 
~ Jo/~ 'r ~ .J TD IN I) (J (,. V-C 70( '1:. I 'f II T ~~ tF ptt' / /r?V 1J 11) 
overcome the large obstacle of inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish educatio~ and steady improvement is 

within our reach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish educational system can 

be made vastly better than it is. The ideas are there and the people are there, waiting to be 

tapped to contribute their talent and commitment. With passion, time, creativity and 
CD-Al //)(/f /> 1//li f'lvt'-h i/·~..J - tY!I/'(◊( e-,•., !;I I} 

leadership, we' ll see ~ ansformation in the coming years. Count on it! 
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The Role of Community and Philanthropy 

Morton L. Mandel 

Today I would like to present a case history of a place and (.:me people -- a portrait 

that expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires ~ of@. I will share with 

you what has happened in Cleveland over the last ten years, because the story of Jewish 
I wou.ld 

-fD whon1 does 
th..S re(Vt? 

~ Tu! .Jews 
- la1 lca.d.JA~ 
- ti\~ 1(\JU\(S~ 

v 
education in Cleveland has filled me with hope. 1.1d also like to offer my personal story as 

I!'\ ::rtw,sli ed 

one who has a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. I am one of a 

growing number of people who see Jewish education as a way -- perhaps the way -- to 

create a flourishing, more meaningful existence for North American Jews, and maybe for 

all Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish education is a 

key factor for success in our efforts to build a more fulfilling Jewish life, and to enhance 

the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to be Jewish. My second 

assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish 

education that can compete with the best in public and private education. 

Let me give you some personal background. Beginning as co-founder, I w~ for thirty 
- - -- ~ ./ 

years i e chief executive officer of a worldwide multi-division comprf1j1ed on the 
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NY~,i.stributes electronic parts. I learned a lot in the process of building that 

company -- and I have brought much of what I learned into my communal work. I can 

also say that I brought some of what I learned as a communal leader back to my 

company. I have no doubt that my communal commitments have educated me in a way 

that has contributed to the success of our company. 

And so, I'd like to share some principles I have used in both settings that may apply to 

the world of Jewish education. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heavily in developing 

them. This idea was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 
I\ 
s 

Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to 'grow bany 

institution is to match the most talented people with the most important opportunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep institutional culture. Work deliberately at this. 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company: respect for the 

individual; superior customer service; and the pursuit of excellence. These principles are 

easier to articulate than to implement. They sustained the way we did business, and they 

apply to any Jewish educational institution. 
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Shaping a New Climate for Jewish Education 

Now let me tell you about my experience in attempting to shape a new climate for Jewish 

education. While the Jewish community is working on how to make better schools, how 

o..ncl u.s1 n~ th.t, vJ~navc., ~ 
best to teach, ~ how best to learn =-at1cJ-we-.ha.v.e rich assets to address those challenge) ... -

I am focusing on creating a climate in which excellent Jewish schooling can flourish. 

Yl\ 't}o C. l>o I.!> 
That is, on helping the system of Jewish education set higher standards that I hope will be 

ner,w 
I 
E~Y enlightened Jewish leaders in our communities. 

{n tll J, 

I started communal work in the organized Jewish community ti:ally, in the Cleveland 

Jewish Federation, and nationally, in the Council of Jewish Federations. In the sixties 

and early seventies, Jewish education was the farthest thing from my mind. My 

commitment to Jewish education goes back to 1979, when I was on the Board of 

Governors of the Jewish Agency. 

At the Jewish Agency, I came to understand that Jewish education everywhere was in a 

state of disarray. At the same t ime, I became convinced that Jewish education was a way 

to address the problems of Jewish continuity and Jewish life -- and I have been at it ever 

since. In North America, that conviction led to a major transformation of the Jewish 

Community Center movement, th.rough the Commission on Maximizing Jewish 
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Educational Effectiveness of JCCs (COMJEE), which I chaired, and which issued its 

report in 1984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea that JCCs should see themselves as 

important centers in transfonning the Jewish community through education, in ways 

uniquely suited to JCCs. As a result, whereas in 1986 there were two or threee f 

;/ -:wi:sl:i~n in community centers, ten years later there are sixty-five such ful~ime/ 

v/ j¥oK->510M\.S {j 
pers0ns. 

A second commission experience was the Commission on Jewish Education in North 

America, which began in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to 

Act. The commission was the first continenta~ ansdenominational setting to deliberate 

about Jewish education. All of the fo1ty-six \ ~mmissioners had their own ideas about 

how to improve Jewish education. My family was interested in investing in Jewish 

education, but we had no clear way to evaluate the many ideas that were being floated. 

The purpose of the commission, then, was to see if we could develop a blueprint for 

systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. Nothing less than that. To give 

you an idea of the keen interest in this commission, of the fifty-one people we invited to 

participate -- lay, academic, communal professionals, etc. -- forty-six said yes. 

When the commission finished its work, it was clear that there were two necessary 
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conditions to effect change in any area of Jewish education. 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents talk 

about what their children are doing, one says, "My son is a doctor at a major research 

center," or another says, "Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and a third one 

says, "My daughter is a partner on Wall Street," but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish 

teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that fourth to declare with pride, "My child is a 

Jewish educator!" 

The second necessary condition is mobilizing community support for Jewish education, 

largely by developing a growing number of community leaders who are passionate and 

knowledgeable about Jewish education, and by increasing the number of Jewish 

communities who have placed Jewish education at the center of their vision and 

resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the Council for 

Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two recommendations and several 

others to life. CIJE has been a catalyst for change through pilot projects that lead to 

building the profession and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. 

Working on these two aspects of the reform effort has been a major part of my agenda. 
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The Winds of Change 

In trying to measure change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 

steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on almost everyone's agenda, whether in 

J"LA.S+ Ont €"'ti~pk:.', / Kil' l'J<tH'Y\rleJ 
the United Kingdom, in France, or in Israel. jhe recent report of the Shenhar 

________ ,_c.. __ ,,.,., ~ 

Commission aeoot · he public school system in Israe _ riticized -that-sys-tem-for not 

teaching Israeli children about the history and values of the Jewish community 

worldwide. 

I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the fifteen largest North American 

communities what two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would sa~e of 

them is Jewish continuity, Jewish education, strengthening the Jewish people. This issue 

is now a top priority -- and that's different from ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform efforts underway in many 

North American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. And there are many 

leaders who are eager to contribute. One of CIJE's "discoveries," for example, has been 

Jewish academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 

education. When they hear about our work, they want to get involved, to bring their own 

knowledge base to Jewish education. I think this expanding group will be a "gold mine." 
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The same is true of lay leadership. There are many lay leaders who are not on fire about 

Jewish education -- but they could be, if our work inspires them. A major challenge is to 

continue bringing outstanding Jewish men and women into this work. 

We are the wealthiest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. The 

financial resources to do everything we need are here. We have raised the level of / 

commitment and interest sufficientl{ that people should be e~ore willing to put their -

fTIU_j'f' 
money where their hearts are. We have t0 seek ways to get more potential large funders 

involved. 

v't l)·ui~-r wo-Jt -ro . '. 
rr,~ " 

If it¼ true that the Jewish educator is a key to the kind of future we want, We will have 

the right kind of teachers and educational leaders in place only if people of quality enter 

the profession in sufficient numbers and are able to find fulfilling careers. And that will 

happen only when the supporting conditions are right -- when the community believes 

that what the teachers are teaching is indeed important, vitally important. Only then will 

we have the kind of teachers we want and need. 

And while our success will depend heavily on people, lay and professional, it will equally 

depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of CIJE 

deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools and 

congregational schools must be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for what? 
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What kind of Jew do we want to nurture, to graduate from this institution? How do we 

J -want.ti tum out a Jewish mensch?" 

We need the intersection of outstanding people and outstanding ideas to make systemic 

reform of Jewish education a reality. 

---------
What will it take? When Operation Moses took place in our communities [ the 

,I 

e,traordin~ effort to br~ Jews out of the former Soviet Unio~ rican Jews 

produced several hundred million dollars virtually overnight. It's the only campaign I 

I ''-
ever worked on, Jewish or general, that was really easy) Because when American Jews 

saw that there was an opportunity to truly help Soviet Jews, they almost leaped at the 

chance. That proved to me again how wonderful we are as a people, and how much 

money is available when the cause is a compelling one. Now we must make it clear that 

Jewish education is a compelling cause. 

Concrete Results in Cleveland 

,~nt ihi-4- --#u. ~ 'thi .Jewi5~ {brt.Mwr4 \,"I / nw1/n. ed e f4fJ;:v j f\ 

Co.Ji his~_ And so to my ~ ase history: Vcleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland Commission 

th~. o l'I L () 
tV\t \r\ l\oY\( A Ir\ 

1t1U- hYrfO '? 
on Jewish Continuity in 1986. We invited about sixty people and again nearly all of them 

hM p1anr'ttA to 
said yes. We theaght-weld ask sixty in order to get thirty; instead, we ended up with a 

bigger commission than we wanted/t~ that was a strong, positive signal to us of deep 

8 
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interest in this subject. 

The commission was !(co-chaired by an appointee of the Jewish Federation and by an 

appointee of Cleveland's rabbinical group. Four key strategies drove the commission. 

?) t First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our core of Jewish educators and 

administrators. Conventional wisdom has it many teachers are shleppers, but we knew 

that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators, while dedicated, are untrained 

~ - either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed to strengthen~ 
toitf /ratfjruit: i;:.l,V\(i~ 0.(' ~ p-rafe~s10/\J! ,nvi,l~u, ,,, -;kw1~1,, <c( ic~ . 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through which most 

families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational programming into the Jewish 

educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community of 

Cleveland, which we attribute directly to this increased emphasis on Jewish education. 
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Here are some concrete results: 

--J Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 

~ Before: One-half of school-age children 

➔ Now: Two-thirds of school-age children 

-") Enrollment in day schools: 

➔ Before: 15% of total enrollment 

· ➔ Now: 28% of total enrollment 

- , Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings 

only: 

_, 1 Before: Four full-time directors 

- ) Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

Hol-J 
What was the trigger? Wley did this happen? Local families, including my own, were 

motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite apart from the normal campaign 
o.f ~.lf\tlrl>-\S1na ( [~ 

fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves'( In the first four years, 1989-

1993, three families committed $1.85 million. In the second four-year~-ve; the three 
.$ 

families grew to eight families; those families committed a total of $3 .11 million. 

,-Wt.I 
In addition to tire families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, the 

Federation increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by agreement each 

year; by year eight, 1997, it will be$ 1.05 million additional per year from the 

10 



Federation's annual campaign. The third component was the Federation Endowment 

Fund, a separate source of money. In the first four-year wave, it contributed $1.29 

million; in the second four-year wave, $1.6 million. What does that add up to in t-eta-1-

additional funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 million. What 

will the total be next year? It will be more than $2.25 million per year in extra funds to 

the Jewish educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 60,000tpews. 

plU$ 

What are some of the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay leaders 

can't work without rabbis. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. And educators and 

rabbis can't do the work without lay leaders. A good working partnership is the real key. 

en(i}? We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our 

funding. We are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number 

of professionally trained educators working in congregational settings. We have 

expanded family and informal education opportunities, both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. And we have increased the number and percentage of students in day 

schools. 

wo.S ml)je, b~ 
What.has made 1he Cleveland story\j)ossible-was the willingness of philanthropic families 

to prutner with "champions" of Jewish education. Those families were determined to 

change the system, to involve the right people, and to overcome the large obstacle of 

11 



inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish education, and steady improvement is 

within our reach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish educational system can 

be made vastly better than it is. The ideas are there and the people are there(w°aiting to be 

tapped to contribute their talent and commitment. With passion, time, creativity and 

leadership, we'll see continued improvement -- maybe even a transformation in the 

coming years. Count on it! 
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The Role of Community and Philanthropy 

Morton L. Mandel 

Today I would like to present a case history of a place and of some people -- a portrait 

that expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires some of us. I will share with 

you what has happened in Cleveland over the last ten years, because the story of Jewish 

education in Cleveland has filled me with hope. I'd also like to offer my personal story as 

one who has a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. I am one of a 

growing number of people who see Jewish education as a way -- perhaps the way -- to 

create a flourishing, more meaningful existence for North American Jews, and maybe for 

all Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish education is a 

key factor for success in our efforts to build a more fulfilling Jewish life, and to enhance 

the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to be Jewish. My second 

assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish 

education that can compete with the best in public and private education. 

Let me give you some personal background. Beginning as co-founder, I was for thirty 

years the chief executive officer of a worldwide multi-division comp~ on the ✓ 
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NYS) that distributes electronic parts. I learned a lot in the process of building that 

company -- and I have brought much of what I learned into my communal work. I can 

also say that I brought some of what I learned as a communal leader back to my 

company. I have no doubt that my communal commitments have educated me in a way 

that has contributed to the success of our company. 

And so, I'd like to share some principles I have used in both settings that may apply to 

the world of Jewish education. 

i\ 
First, find superior people.~ring them into your work and invest heavily in developing 

them. This idea was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 

X 
Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. ~The way to grow any 

institution is to match the most talented people with the most important opportunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep institutional culture. Work deliberately at this. 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company: respect for the 

individual; superior customer service; and the pursuit of excellence. These principles are 

easier to articulate than to implement. They sustained the way we did business, and they 

apply to any Jewish educational institution. 
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Shaping a New Climate for Jewish Education 

Now let me tell you about my experience in attempting to shape a new climate for Jewish 

education. While the Jewish community is working on how to make better schools, how 

best to teach, or how best to learn -- and we have rich assets to address those challenges -

I am focusing on creating a climate in which excellent Jewish schooling can flourish. 

That is, on helping the system of Jewish education set higher standards that I hope will be 

demanded by enlightened Jewish leaders in our communities. 

I started communal work in the organized Jewish community -- locally, in the Cleveland 

Jewish Federation, and nationally, in the Council of Jewish Federations. In the sixties 

Governors of the Jewish Agency. 

farthest thing from my mind. My 

~&6~r<te 1979, when I was on the Board of 

At the Jewish Agency, I came to understand that Jewish education everywhere was in a 

state of disarray. At the same time, I became convinced that Jewish education was a way 

to address the problems of Jewish continuity and Jewish life -- and I have been at it ever 

since. In North America, that conviction led to a major transformation of the Jewish 

Community Center movement, through the Commission on Maximizing Jewish 
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Educational Effectiveness of JCCs (COMJEE), which I chaired, and which issued its 

report in 1984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea that JCCs should see themselves as 

important centers in transforming the Jewish community through education, in ways 

uniquely suited to JCCs. As a result, whereas in 1986 there were two or three heads of 

Jewish education in community centers, ten years later there are sixty-five such full-time 

professionals. 

A second commission experience was the Commission on Jewish Education in North 

America, which began in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to 

Act. The commission was the first continental, transdenominational setting to deliberate 

about Jewish education. All of the fo1iy-six commissioners had their own ideas about 

how to improve Jewish education. My family was interested in investing in Jewish 

education, but we had no clear way to evaluate the many ideas that were being :floated. 

The purpose of the commission, then, was to see ifwe could develop a blueprint for 

systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. Nothing less than that. To give 

you an idea of the keen interest in this commission, of the fifty-one people we invited to 

participate -- lay, academic, communal professionals, etc. -- forty-six said yes. 

When the commission finished its work, it was clear that there were two necessary 
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conditions to effect change in any area of Jewish education. 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents talk 

about what their children are doing, one says, "My son is a doctor at a major research 

center," or another says, "Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and a third one 

says, "My daughter is a partner on Wall Street," but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish 

teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that fourth to declare with pride, "My child is a 

Jewish educator!" 

The second necessary condition is mobilizing community support for Jewish education, 

largely by developing a growing number of community leaders who are passionate and 

knowledgeable about Jewish education, and by increasing the number of Jewish 

communities who have placed Jewish education at the center of their vision and 

resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the Council for 

Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two recommendations and several 

'f.. others to life\ CIJE has been a catalyst for change through pilot projects that lead to 

building the profession and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. 

Working on these two aspects of the reform effort has been a major part of my agenda. 
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The Winds of Change 

In trying to measure change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 

steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on almost everyone's agenda, whether in 

the United Kingdom, in France, or in Israel. The recent report of the Shenhar 

Commission about the public school system in Israel criticized that system for not 

teaching Israeli children about the history and values of the Jewish community 

worldwide. 

I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the fifteen largest North Americ 

\\ 
communities what two or three concerns keep them up at night, they wou say:AOne f 

them is Jewish continuity, Jewish education, strengthening the Jewish p opl/ ~ This ssue 

is now a top priority -- and that's different from ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform efforts underway in many 

North American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. And there are many 

leaders who are eager to contribute. One of CIJE's "discoveries," for example, has been 

Jewish academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 

education. When they hear about our work, they want to get involved, to bring their own 

knowledge base to Jewish education. I think this expanding group will be a "gold mine." 
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The same is true of lay leadership. There are many lay leaders who are not on fire about 

Jewish education -- but they could be, if our work inspires them. A major challenge is to 

continue bringing outstanding Jewish men and women into this work. 

We are the wealthiest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. The 

financial resources to do everyt~g we need are here. We have raised the level of 

commitment and interes uf:ficientl that people should be ever more willing to put their j 
Ari J 

money where their he s are. /<., e ve to seek ways to get more potential large funders 

involved. 

If it's true that the Jewish educator is a key to the kind of future we want, we will have 

the right kind of teachers and educational leaders in place only if people of quality enter 

the profession in sufficient numbers and are able to find fulfilling careers. And that will 

happen only when the supporting conditions are right -- when the community believes 

that what the teachers are teaching is indeed important, vitally important. Only then will 

we have the kind of teachers we want and need. 

And while our success will depend heavily on people, lay and professional, it will equally 

depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of CIJE 

deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools and 

congregational schools must be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for what? 
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What kind of Jew do we want to nurture, to graduate from this institution? How do we 

turn out a Jewish mensch?" 

We need the intersection of outstanding people and outstanding ideas to make systemic 

reform of Jewish education a reality. 

What will it take? When Operat ion Moses took place in our communities -- the 

extraordinary effort to bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union -- A merican Jews 

produced several hundred million dollars viitually overnight. It's the only can1paign I 

ever worked on, Jewish or general, that was really easy. Because when American Jews 

saw that there was an opportunity to truly help Soviet Jews, they almost leaped at the 

chance. That proved to me again how wonderful we are as a people, and how much 

money is available when the cause is a compelling one. Now we must make it clear that 

Jewish education is a compelling cause. 

Concrete Results in Cleveland 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland Commission 

on Jewish Continuity in 1986. We invited about sixty people and again nearly all of them 

said yes. We thought we'd ask sixty in order to get thirty; instead, we ended up with a 

bigger commission than we wanted -- but that was a strong, positive signal to us of deep 
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interest in this subject. 

The commission was later co-chaired by an appointee of the Jewish Federation and by an 

appointee of Cleveland' s rabbinical group. Four key strategies drove the commission. 

~ First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our core of Jewish educators and 

administrators. Conventional wisdom has it many teachers are shleppers, but we knew 

that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators, while dedicated, are untrained 

-- either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed to strengthen the 

core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through which most 

families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational programming into the Jewish 

educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community of 

Cleveland, which we attribute directly to this increased emphasis on Jewish education. 
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Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 

Before: One-half of school-age children 

Now: Two-thirds of school-age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 

Before: 15% of total enrollment 

Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings 

only: 

Before: Four full-time directors 

Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

What was the trigger? Why did this happen? Local families, including my own, were 

motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite apart from the normal campaign 

fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the first four years, 1989-

1993, three families committed $1 . 8 5 million. In the second four-year wave, the three 

families grew to eight families; those families committed a total of $3 .11 million. 

In addition to t~e families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, the 

Federation increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by agreement each 

year; by year eight, 1997, it will be $1.05 million additional per year from the 
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Federation's annual campaign. The third component was the Federation Endowment 

Fund, a separate source of money. In the first four-year wave, it contributed $1.29 

million; in the second four-year wave, $1.6 million. What does that add up to in total 

additional funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 million. What 

will the total be next year? It will be more than $2.25 million per year in extra funds to 

the Jewish educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 60,000+ Jews. 

What are some of the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay leaders 

can't work without rabbis. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. And educators and 

rabbis can't do the work without lay leaders. A good working partnership is the real key. 

What else have we done? We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our 

funding. We are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number 

of professionally trained educators working in congregational settings. We have 

expanded family and informal education opportunities, both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. And we have increased the number and percentage of students in day 

schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic families 

to partner with "champions" of Jewish education. Those families were determined to 

change the system, to involve the right people, and to overcome the large obstacle of 
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inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish education, and steady improvement is 

within our reach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish educational system can 

be made vastly better than it is. The ideas are there and the people are there, waiting to be 

tapped to contribute their talent and commitment. With passion, time, creativity and 

leadership, we'll see continued improvement -- maybe even a transformation in the 

coming years. Count on it! 
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The Role of Community and Philanthropy 

Morton L. Mandel 

Today I would like to present a case history of a place and of some people -- a portrait 

that expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires some of us. I will share with 

you what has happened in Cleveland over the last ten years, because the story of Jewish 

education in Cleveland has filled me with hope. I'd also like to offer my personal story as 

one who has a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. I am one of a 

growing number of people who see Jewish education as a way -- perhaps the way -- to 

create a flourishing, more meaningful existence for North American Jews, and maybe for 

all Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish education is a 

key factor for success in our efforts to build a more fulfilling Jewish life, and to enhance 

the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to be Jewish. My second 

assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to build a system of Jewish 

education that can compete with the best in public and private education. 

Let me give you some personal background. Beginning as co-founder, I was for thirty 

years the chief executive officer of a worldwide multi-division company, listed on the 
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NYSE, that distributes electronic parts. I learned a lot in the process of building that 

company -- and I have brought much of what I learned into my communal work. I can 

also say that I brought some of what I learned as a communal leader back to my 

company. I have no doubt that my communal commitments have educated me in a way 

that has contributed to the success of our company. 

And so, I'd like to share some principles I have used in both settings that may apply to 

the world of Jewish education. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heavily in developing 

them. This idea was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 

Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to grow any 

institution is to match the most talented people with the most impo1tant opportunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep institutional culture. Work deliberately at this. 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company: respect for the 

individual; superior customer service; and the pursuit of excellence. These principles are 

easier to articulate than to implement. They sustained the way we did business, and they 

apply to any Jewish educational institution. 
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Shaping a New Climate for Jewish Education 

Now let me tell you about my experience in attempting to shape a new climate for Jewish 

education. While the Jewish community is working on how to make better schools, how 

best to teach, or how best to learn -- and we have rich assets to address those challenges -

I am focusing on creating a climate in which excellent Jewish schooling can flourish. 

That is, on helping the system of Jewish education set higher standards that I hope will be 

demanded by enlightened Jewish leaders in our communities. 

I started communal work in the organized Jewish community-- locally, in the Cleveland 

Jewish Federation, and nationally, in the Council of Jevfish Federations. In the sixties 

and early seventies, Jewish education was the farthest thing from my mind. My 

commitment to Jewish education really began in 1979, when I was on the Board of 

Governors of the Jewish Agency. 

At the Jewish Agency, I came to understand that Jewish education everywhere was in a 

state of disarray. At the same time, I became convinced that Jewish education was a way 

to address the problems of Jewish continuity and Jewish life -- and I have been at it ever 

since. In North America, that conviction led to a major transformation of the Jewish 

Community Center movement, through the Commission on Maximizing Jewish 
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Educational Effectiveness of JCCs (COMJEE), which I chaired, and which issued its 

report in 1984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea that JCCs should see themselves as 

important centers in transfonning the Jewish community through education, in ways 

uniquely suited to JCCs. As a result, whereas in 1986 there were two or three heads of 

Jewish education in community centers, ten years later there are sixty-five such full-time 

professionals. 

A second commission experience was the Commission on Jewish Education in Nmth 

America, which began in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report A Time to 

Act. The commission was the first continental, transdenominational setting to deliberate 

about Jewish education. All of the forty-six commissioners had their own ideas about 

how to improve Jewish education. My family was interested in investing in Jewish 

education, but we had no clear way to evaluate the many ideas that were being floated. 

The purpose of the commission, then, was to see ifwe could develop a blueprint for 

systemic refo1m of Jewish education in North America. Nothing less than that. To give 

you an idea of the keen interest in this commission, of the fifty-one people we invited to 

participate -- lay, academic, communal professionals, etc. -- forty-six said yes. 

When the commission finished its work, it was clear that there were two necessary 
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conditions to effect change in any area of Jewish education. 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents talk 

about what their children are doing, one says, "My son is a doctor at a major research 

center," or another says, "Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and a third one 

says, "My daughter is a partner on Wall Street," but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish 

teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that fourth to declare with pride, "My child is a 

Jewish educator!" 

The second necessary condition is mobilizing community support for Jewish education, 

largely by developing a growing number of community leaders who are passionate and 

knowledgeable about Jewish education, and by increasing the number of Jewish 

communities who have placed Jewish education at the center of their vision and 

resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the Council for 

Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) to bring these two recommendations and several 

others to life. CIJE has been a catalyst for change through pilot projects that lead to 

building the profession and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. 

Working on these two aspects of the reform effort has been a major part of my agenda. 
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The Winds of Change 

In trying to measure change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 

steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on almost everyone's agenda, whether in 

the United Kingdom, in France, or in Israel. The recent repo1t of the Shenhar 

Commission about the public school system in Israel criticized that system for not 

teaching Israeli children about the history and values of the Jewish community 

worldwide. 

I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the fifteen largest North American 

communities what two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: "One of 

them is Jewish continuity, Jewish education, strengthening the Jewish people." This 

issue is now a top priority -- and that's different from ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform eff01ts underway in many 

No1th American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. And there are many 

leaders who are eager to contribute. One of CIJE's "discoveries," for example, has been 

Jewish academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 

education. When they hear about our work, they want to get involved, to bring their own 

knowledge base to J~wish education. I think this expanding group will be a "gold mine." 
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The same is true of lay leadership. There are many lay leaders who are not on fire about 

Jewish education -- but they could be, if our work inspires them. A major challenge is to 

continue bringing outstanding Jewish men and women into this work. 

We are the wealthiest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. The 

financial resources to do everything we need are here. We have raised the level of 

commitment and interest sufficiently that people should be ever more willing to put their 

money where their hearts are. And we have to seek ways to get more potential large 

funders involved. 

If it's true that the Jewish educator is a key to the kind of future we want, we will have 

the right kind of teachers and educational leaders in place only if people of quality enter 

the profession in sufficient numbers and are able to find fulfilling careers. And that will 

happen only when the supporting conditions are right -- when the community believes 

that what the teachers are teaching is indeed important, vitally important. Only then will 

we have the kind of teachers we want and need. 

And while our success will depend heavily on people, lay and professional, it will equally 

depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out of CIJE 

deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day schools and 

congregational schools must be able to answer the question: "Jewish education for what? 
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What kind of Jew do we want to nurture, to graduate from this institution? How do we 

tum out a Jewish mensch?" 

We need the intersection of outstanding people and outstanding ideas to make systemic 

reform of Jewish education a reality. 

What will it take? When Operation Moses took place in our communities -- the 

extraordinary effort to bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union -- American Jews 

produced several hundred milljon dollars virtually overnight. It's the only campaign I 

ever worked on, Jewish or general, that was really easy. Because when American Jews 

saw that there was an opportunity to truly help Soviet Jews, they almost leaped at the 

chance. That proved to me again how wonderful we are as a people, and how much 

money is available when the cause is a compelling one. Now we must make it clear that 

Jewish education is a compelling cause. 

Concrete Results in Cleveland 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland Commission 

on Jewish Continuity in 1986. We invited about sixty people and again nearly all of them 

said yes. We thought we'd ask sixty in order to get thirty; instead, we ended up with a 

bigger commission than we wanted -- but that was a strong, positive signal to us of deep 
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interest in this subject. 

The commission was later co-chaired by an appointee of the Jewish Federation and by an 

appointee of Cleveland's rabbinical group. Four key strategies drove the commission. 

First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our core of Jewish educators and 

administrators. Conventional wisdom has it many teachers are shleppers, but we knew 

that wasn't so. What is trne is that many of our educators, while dedicated, are untrained 

-- either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed to strengthen the 

core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through which most 

families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate informal educational programming into the Jewish 

educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community of 

Cleveland, which we attribute directly to this increased emphasis on Jewish education. 
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Here are some concrete results: 

Emollment in all Jewish schools: 

Before: One-half of school-age children 

Now: Two-thirds of school-age children 

Emollment in day schools: 

Before: 15% of total emollment 

Now: 28% of total emollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational and supplementary settings 

only: 

Before: Four ful l-time directors 

Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working full-time. 

What was the trigger? Why did this happen? Local families, including my own, were 

motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite apart from the n01mal campaign 

fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the first four years, 1989-

1993, three families committed $1.85 million. In the second four-year wave, the three 

families grew to eight families; those families committed a total of $3.11 million. 

In addition to the families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, the 

Federation increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by agreement each 

year; by year eight, 1997, it will be $1.05 million additional per year from the 
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Federation' s annual campaign. The third component was the Federation Endowment 

Fund, a separate source of money. In the first four-year wave, it contributed $1.29 

million; in the second four-year wave, $1.6 million. What does that add up to in total 

additional funds? Over eight years, the total additional funds will be $12 million. What 

will the total be next year? It will be more than $2.25 million per year in extra funds to 

the Jewish educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 60,000+ Jews. 

What are some of the lessons? Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay leaders 

can't work without rabbis. Lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. And educators and 

rabbis can't do the work without lay leaders. A good working partnership is the real key. 

What else have we done? We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our 

funding. We are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the number 

of professionally trained educators working in congregational settings. We have 

expanded family and informal education opportunities, both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. And we have increased the number and percentage of students in day 

schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic families 

to prutner with "champions" of Jewish education. Those families were determine~ to 

change the system, to involve the right people, and to overcome the large obstacle of 
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inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish education, and steady improvement is 

within our reach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish educational system can 

be made vastly better than it is. The ideas are there and the people are there, waiting to be 

tapped to contribute their talent and commitment. With passion, time, creativity and 

leadership, we'll see continued improvement -- maybe even a transformation in the 

coming years. Count on it! 
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REFLECTIONS ON MORTON L. MANDEL 

"The one who causes a good deed to be performed is as mertitorious as the one who performs 
it (Talmud: Sanhedrin, 99b)." For 45 year.~ Morton L. Mandel has been the moving force 
behind significant achievements in the Jewish community, 19£.al~ {l'l Cleveland, nationally, and 
throughout the world Through his leadership in the Jewis~~ n1k'fs movement, the Jewish 
Federations, and the Jewish Agency Mort Mandel has enatJted institutions~yrofessionals and 
lay leaders to create new visions cmd programs, '1Rd tB shape thereb~ c!fnt~mpora,y Jewish life 
in creative and imaginative way.s-. Jew/sh education, in parficular, has been enriched by Mort 
Mandel's leadership and philanthropy. In 1988 he convened the Commission on Jewish 
Education in North America, setting forth an agenda.for change, innovation and transformation 

J thr<Jff[hC!l!t Jl!lJ ./ewish educational world The legacy of his efforts has been the experimental 
"'., 'pfSJ'gr~l,f 1anthropy ht:m ,mt,ibwl; the founding of the Council for Initiatives in Jewish 

Education to carry out the recommendations set forth ill the report of the Commission, A Time 
to Act; and the energizing of Federations and Foundations to follow his lead in enhancing the 
contribution of Jewish education fo building a compelling Jewish community in North America 
and lsraelqJ We are proud to include in this volume Morton L Mandel's essay, 11The Contribution 
of Community and Philanthropy," delivered at the Hirsch Colloquium. Mr. Mandel exemplifies 
the ideal of our tradition - a man who brings together wisdom, deeds and tzedakah in the service 
of the Jew;sh people. 
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THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY AND PHJLANTHROPY 

MorrroN L. MANDEL 

oday I would like to present a case history of a place and of some people 
- a portrait that expresse-3 our dreams itnd what motivates and inspires 
some of us. I will shan: with you what has happened in Cleveland over 
the last ten years, because the story of Jewish education in Cleveland has 
filled me with hope. I'd also liko to offer my personal story as one who 

has a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. I am one of a 

growing number of people who see Jewish education as a way- perhaps the way 
- to crc;ate a flourishing, more meaningful existence for North American Jews, and 
maybe for all Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish 
education is a key factor for success in our efforts to build a more fulfilling Jewish 

life, and to enhance the likelihood that futu~ generations of Jews will choose t o be 
Jewish. My second assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to 

build a system of Jewish education that can compete with the best in public and 
private education. 

L<:t me give you some petsonal background. Beginning as co-founder, 1 was for 
thirty years the chief executive officer of a worldwide company multi-division 
company, listed on the NYSE, that distributes electronic parts. I learned a lot in the 
process of building that company- and I have brought much of what I leamed 

into my communal work. I can also say that I have brought some of what I learned 
as a communal leader back to my company. I have no doubt that my communal 
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THE ROLE 0~ COMMUNITY AND PHILANTHROPY 

commibncnts have educated me in a way that has contributed to the success of our 
company. 

And so, I'd like to share some principles I have used In both settings that may 
apply to the world of Jewish educc1tlon. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invert heavily in 
developing them. This idea was a cornerstone of our c1ccomplishmcnt. 

Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to 
grow any institution is to match the most talented people with the most important 
opportunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep Institutional culture. Work deliberately at this. 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company: respect for the 
individual; superior customer service, and the pursuit of ei<cellence. These principles 
arc easier to articulate than to Implement. They sustained the way we did business, 
and they apply to any Jewish educational institution. 

S II A I' I N C ,\ N [ \X' C LI ,\.t ,\ T E F O I{ J E ','\' I 5 11 E D LI C AT I O :--.: 

Now let me tell you about my expc:rit:nce in attempting to shape a new climate for 
Jewish education. While thc;Jewish community is working on how to make 

better schools, hqw best to teach, or how best to leam - and we have rich assets to 
address those challenges -1 am focusing on cn:atin3" a climate in which excellent 
Jewish schooling can indeed flourish. That is, on helping the system of Jewish 
education set higher standards that I hope will be demanded by enlightened Jewish 

leaders in our communities. 
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THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY AND PHILANTHROPY 

I started communal work in the organized Jewish community-locally, in the 
OevefandJ~ish Federation, and nationally, in the Council of Jewish Federations_ In 
the sixties and ear'ly seventies, Jewish education was the farthest thing from rny mind. 
My commitment to Jewish education really began in 1979, when I was on the Board of 
Governors of the Jewish Agency. 

At the Jewish Agc:ncy, I came to understand that Jewish education everywhere was 
in a state of disarray. At the: same time, I became: convinced that Jewish education was 
a way to address the problems of JcWish continuity and Jewish life - and I have been 
at it ever since. In North America, that conviction led to a major transformation of the 

Jewish Community Center movement, through the Commission on Maximizing Jewish 
Educational Effectiveness of JCCs (C0MJEE) , which I chaired, and which issued its 
report in t 984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea thatJCCs should see 
themselves as important centers in transforming the Jewish community through 

education, in ways uniquely suited to JCCs. As a result, whereas in 1986 there were 
two or three heads of Jewish education in community centers, h!:n years later there: arc 
sixty-five such full-time professionals. 

A second commission experience was the Commission on Jc:wish Education in 
North America, which began in t 988, lancd for two years, and produced as its report 

A 1lme to Act. The commission was the first continental, transdenominational setting 
to deliberate about Jewish cduc<1tion. All of the h:>rty-six commissioners had their own 
ideas about how to improve Jewish education. My family was interested in investing in 
Jewish educ;ation, but we had no clear way how to evaluate the many ideas that were 
being floated.. The purpose of the commission, then, was to see if we could develop a 
blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. Nothing less 
than that. To give you an idea of the keen interest in this commission, of the fifty-one 
people: we invited to participate - lay, academic, communal professionals, etc. -
forty-six said yes. 
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When the commission finished Its work, it was clear that there wen: two necessary 

conditions to effect change In any area of Jewish education: 

The first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents 
talk about what their kids are doing, one says, "My kid is a doctor at a major research 
center," or another says, "Mine is a lawyer at a big, prestigious firm," and a third one 
says, uMy daughter is a partner on W.sll Street/ but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish 
teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that fourth to declare with pride, "My child is 
a Jewish educatorl" 

The second necessary condition is mobilizing community support for Jewish 
education, largely by developing a growing number of community leade~ who are 
passionate and knowledgeable about Jewish education, and by increasing the number 

of Jewish communities who have placed Jewish education at the center of their vision 
and resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was th~ establishment of tnc Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish F.ducation (CUE) to bring these two recommendations and several 

others to life. CUE has been a catalyst for change through pilot projects that lead to 
building the profession and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. 
Working on these two aspects of the reform effort has been a major part of my 
agenda. · 

THE WINDS OF CIIANCE 

In trying to me~re change, ( can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 
steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on almost everyone's agenda, whether 

In the United Kingdom, in France, or in Israel. The recent report of the Shcnhar 
Commission about the public school system in Israel criticized that system for not 

teaching Israeli children about the history and Villues of the Jewish community 

worldwide. 
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I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the fifteen largest North American 
communities what two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: "One 
of them is Jewish continuity, Jewish education, strengthening the Jewish people." This 
issue is now a top priority - and that's different from ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational refonn efforts underway in 
many North American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. And there are 
rnany leaders who arc eager to contribute. One of CIJE's ~discoveries," for example, has 
been Jewish academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 
education. When they hear about our work, they want to get involved, to bring their 
own knowledge base to Jewish education. 1 think this expanding group will be a "gold 
mine." 

The same is true o( lay leadership, There arc many lay leaders who arc not on fire 
about Jewish education - but they could be, if ouT" wor k inspires them. Our challenge 
is to continue bringing outstanding Jewish men and women into this work. 

We arc the wealthiest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. The 
financial resources to do everything we need are here. We have raised the level of 
commitment and interest sufficiently that people should be ever more willing to put 
their money where their hearts are. And we have to seek ways to get more potential 
large fundcrt involved. 

If it's true that the Jewish educator is a key to the kind of futun:: we want, we will 
have the right kind of teachers and educational leaders in place only if people of 

quality enter the profession in sufficient numbers and arc able to find fulfilling careers. 
And that will happen only whc:n the: supporting conditions are right - when the 
community believes that what the tc:achers are teaching is indeed important, vitally 
Important. Only then will wc have: the kind. of teachers we want and need. 

And while our success will depend heavily on people, lay.and professional, it will 
equally depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come: out 
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of CUE deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day 
schools and congregational schools need to be able to answer the question: '~ewish 
education far what? What kind of Jew do we want to nurture, to graduate from this 

institution, How do we want to tum out a Jewish mensch?" 

We need the intersection of outstanding people and outstanding ideas to makt! 

systemic reform of Jewish education a reality. 

What will it take, When Operation Moses took place in our communit ic:s - the 
cxtraordinaiy effort to bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union ..-American Jews 
produced several hundred million dollars virtually overnight. It's the only campaign I 
ever worked on, Jewish or general, that was really easy. Because when American Jews 

sa.w that there was an opportunity to truly help Soviet Jews, they almost leaped at the 
chance. That proved to me again how wonderful we arc as a people, and how much 
money is available when the cause is a compelling one. Now we must make it d ear 
that Jewish education is a compelling cause. 

C U :--.! t : R I= T E R E S LI LT S I :--: C L F V E L A :-! D 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launc;h the Cleveland 
Commission on Jewish Continuity in 1986. We invited about sixty people and 

again nearly all of them said yes. We thought we'd ask sixty In order to get thirty; 
instead we ended up with a bigger commission than we wanted- but that was a 

strong, positive signal to us of deep interest in this subject. 

The commission was later co-chaired by an appointee of the Jewish Federation 
and by an appointee of our city's rabbinical group. Four key strategies drove the 
commission. First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our con; of Jewish educatorS 
and administrators. Co.nventional wisdom has it that many teachers are shleppe~, but 
we knew that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators, while dedicated, 
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are untraint!:d- either if\ Jewi~h studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed 

to strengthen the core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through 

which most families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate infonnal educational programming into the 
Jewish educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community 
of Cleveland, which we attribute directly to this increased emphasis on Jewish 

education. 

Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 
Before: One-half of school-age children 
Nowz Two-thirds of school-age children 

Enrollment in day ichools: 
Befure: 15% of total enrollment 
Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational 

and supplementary settings only: 
Before: Four full-time directors 
Now: Seven full-time dirc:c:tors, plus eight graduate fellows working 

full-time::. 
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What was the trigger? Why did this happen? Local families, including my own, 
were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite apart from the normal 
campaign fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the first four 
years, 1989-1993, three families committed $ 1.85 million. In the second four-year 
wave, the three families grew to eight families, who committed a total of $3.1 t 
million. 

In addition to the families, there were two other partners. ln the first year, 1989, 
the Federation increased Its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by 
agre,;ment each year, by year eight, 1997, It will be $1.05 mlllton additional per year 
from the Federation's annual campaign. The third compot,ent was the Federation 
Endowment Fund, a separate source of money. r n the first four-year wave, It 
contributed $1 .29 million, In the second four-year wave, $1 .6 million. What does that 
add up to in total additional funds:> Over eight ye.ars, the total additional funds will be 
$ 12 million. What will the total be next year? It wtll be more than $2.25 million per 
year in extra funds to the Jewish educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 
60,000+ Jews. 

What are the lcs5ons, Lay leaders can't work without educators. Lay leaders can't 
work without rabbis. Lay leadi:rs can't work in a vacuum. And educ.ltors and rabbis 
can't do the work without lay leackr1. A good working partnership is the real key. 

What else have we done, We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our 
funding. We are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the 
number of professionally trained educators working In congregational settings. We 
have expanded family and infonnal education opportunities, both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. And we have increased the number and percentage of srudents in day 
schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic 
families to partner with "champions" of Jewish education. Those families were 
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detennined to change the system, to involve the right people, and to overcome the 
large obstacle of inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish education, and steady 
improvement is within our r!!ach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish 

educational system can be ma.de vastly better than it is, that the ideas a.re there and the 
people are there, waiting to be tapped to contribute their talent and commitment. 
With passion, time, creativity and leadership, wc11 see continued improvement -
maybe even a transformation in the coming years. Count on itl ,....... 

Mr. Morton L. Mandel is th, Foundtr mtd immediate ~ast Cba{nnan of th~ Council of Initiatives in 

Jewish Edur:ali01s. 
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REFLECTIONS ON MORTON L. MANDEL 

he one who causes a good dud to be performed is as meritorious as the one who performs it" 
(Talmud, Sanhedrin 99b). For forty-five years, Morton L Mandel has bun the moving 

force behind significant achievements in the Jtwish commwnity, in his home community of 

Cleveland, nationally and throughout the Jewish world. Through his leadership in the 
Jtwish Community Centtrmovemtnt, tbt Jewish Fultratio>1s n11d tht lt<.vish Agmcy, Mort Mandel has 

enabled institutions, professionals and lay leadm to mate ntw visions and programs, thmby shaping 

contemporary Jewish life in creative and imaginative ways. Jewish education, in particular, has been 
tnriched by Mort Mandel's leadership and philanthropy. In f 988 be convrned the Commission on 

Jtwisb Education in North America, setting forth a bold agenda for change, innovation and 

transformation throughout the Jewish educational world. The legacy of his efforts has bun experimental 
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programs made possible by bis philanthropy, the founding of the Council for Initiatives in Jewish 
Education to carry out the rccommrndations set forth in tbc Commission's report, A Time to Act, and the 

energizing of Federations and Foundations to follow his lead in aibancing Jewish education's co11tribution 
to building a compelling ltwish community in North America and Israel. We art proud to include in this 
volume Morton L Mandel's essay, 'The Co11tribution of Community a~d Philanthropy," ddivtrtd at the 

Hirsch Colloqium. Mr. Mandel txtmplifies the ideal of our tradition - a ma11 who brings together 
wisdom, duds an~n the service of the Jewish people . ....-
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THE ROLE OF COMMUNllY AND PHILANTHROPY 

MOlITON L. MANDEL 

oday I would like to present a case history of a place and of some people 
- a portrait that expresses our dreams and what motivates and inspires 
some of us. I will share with you what has happened in Cleveland over 
th e last ten years, because the story of Jewish education in Cleveland has 
filled me with hope. I'd also like to offer my personal story as one who 

has a burning desire to preserve and strengthen the Jewish people. I am one of a 
growing number of people who see Jewish education as a way - perhaps the way 
- to create a flourishing, more meaningful existence for North American Jews, and 

maybe for all Jews. 

I begin with two basic assumptions: The first is that a high-quality Jewish 
education is a key factor for success in our efforts to build a more fulfilling Jewish 
life, and to enhance the likelihood that future generations of Jews will choose to be 
Jewish. My second assumption is that it is possible and within our eventual reach to 
build a system of Jewish education that can compete with the best in public and 

private education. 

Let me give you some personal background. Beginning as co-founder, I was for g 
thirty yea~s the chief executive officer of a worldwide-coFApa.✓multi-division ./ 
company, listed on the NYSE, that distributes electronic parts. I learned a lot in the 
process of building that company - and I have brought much of what I learned 
into my communal work. I can also say that I have brought some of what I learned 
as a communal leader back to my company. I have no doubt that my communal 
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commitments have educated me in a way that has contributed to the success of our 
company. 

And so, I'd like to share some principles I have used in both settings that may 
apply to the world of Jewish education. 

First, find superior people. Bring them into your work and invest heavily in 
developing them. This idea was a cornerstone of our accomplishment. 

Second, match your best people with your biggest opportunities. The way to 
grow any institution is to match the most talented people with the most important 
opportunities. 

And third: Build a strong, deep institutional culture. Work deliberately at this. 

Over the years, we developed three core values at my company: respect for the 
individual; superior customer service, and the pursuit of excellence. These principles 
are easier to articulate than to implement. They sustained the way we did business, 
and they apply to any Jewish educational institution. 

SHAPING A NEW CLIMATE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION 

Now let me tell you about my experience in attempting to shape a new climate fo r 
Jewish education. While the Jewish community is working on how to make 

better schools, hqw best to teach, or how best to learn - and we have rich assets to 
address those challenges - I am focusing on creating a climate in which excellent 
Jewish schooling can indeed flourish. That is, on helping the system of Jewish 
education set higher standards that I hope will be demanded by enlightened Jewish 
leaders in our communhies. 
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I started communal work in the organized Jewish community- locally, in the 
ClevelandJewish Federation, and nationally, in the Council of Jewish Federations. In 
the sixties and early seventies, Jewish education was the farthest thing from my mind. 
My commitment to Jewish education really began in 1979, when I was on the Board of 

Governors of the Jewish Agency. 

At the Jewish Agency,· I came to understand that Jewish education everywhere was 
in a state of disarray. At the same time, I became convinced that Jewish education was 
a way to address the problems of Jewish continuity and Jewish life - and I have been 
at it ever since. In North America, that conviction led to a major transformation of the 
Jewish Community Center movement, through the Commission on Maximizing Jewish 
Educational Effectiveness of JCCs (COMJEE), which I chaired, and which issued its 

report in 1984. 

What emerged from that commission was the idea thatJCCs should see 
themselves as important centers in transforming the Jewish community through 
education, in ways uniquely suited to JCCs. As a result, whereas in 1986 there were 
two or three heads of Jewish education in community centers, ten years later there are 

sixty-five such full-time professionals. 

A second commission experience was the Commission on Jewish Education in 
North America, which began in 1988, lasted for two years, and produced as its report 
A Time to Act. The commission was the first continental, transdenominational setting 
to deliberate about Jewish education. All of the forty-six commissioners had their own 
ideas about how to improve Jewish education. My family was interested in investing in 
Jewish education, but we had no clear way~ evaluate the many ideas that were 
being floated. The purpose of the commission, then, was to see if we could develop a 
blueprint for systemic reform of Jewish education in North America. Nothing less 
than that. To give you an idea of the keen interest in this commission, of the fifty-one 
people we invited to participate - lay, academic, communal professionals, etc. -

forty-six said yes. 
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When the commission finished its work, it was clear that there were two necessary 
conditions to effect change in any area of Jewish education: 

~e first was building the profession of Jewish education. Today, when parents 
talk about what their kids are doing, one says, "My kid is a doctor at a major research 
center," or another says, "Mine is a lawyer at a big, presb gious firm," and a third one 
says, "My daughter is a partner on Wall Street," but the fourth, the parent of a Jewish 
teacher, is silent. In the future, we want that fourth to declare with pride, "My child is 
a Jewish educator!" 

The second necessary condition is mobilizing community support for Jewish 
education, largely by developing a growing number of community leaders who are 
passionate and knowledgeable about Jewish education, and by increasing the number 
of Jewish communities who have placed Jewish education at the center of their vision 

and resources. 

One concrete result of the commission was the establishment of the Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education (CUE) to bring these two recommendations and several 
others to life. CUE has been a catalyst for change through pilot projects that lead to 
building the profession and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. 
Working on these two aspects of the reform effort has been a major part of my 

agenda. 

T H E W I N D S O F C H A N G E. 

In trying to measure change, I can say that the climate of Jewish educational reform is 
steadily improving worldwide. The subject is on almost everyone's agenda, whether 

in the United Kingdom, in France, or in Israel. The recent report of the Shenhar 
Commission about the public school system in Israel criticized that system for not @ 
teaching Israeli children about the history and values of the Jewish community Y) 
world"dcif~ throvJ~• ut -th~ 'ff or/ J. I\ 
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I think that if you asked Jewish leadership in the fifteen largest North American 
communities what two or three concerns keep them up at night, they would say: "One 
of them is Jewish continuity, Jewish education, strengthening the Jewish people." This 
issue is now a top priority - and that's different from ten years ago. 

The good news is that there are serious educational reform efforts underway in 
many North American communities, efforts led by dedicated people. And there are 
many leaders who are eager to contribute. One of CIJE's "discoveries," for example, has 
been Jewish academics at American universities whose expertise is reform in general 
education. When they hear about our work, they want to ·get involved, to bring their 
own knowledge base to Jewish education. I think this expanding group will be a "gold 

• II mine. 

The same is true of lay leadership. There are many lay leaders who are not on fire 
about Jewish education - but they could be, if our work inspires them. Our challenge 
is to continue bringing outstanding Jewish men and women into this work. 

We are the wealthiest Jewish community in the history of the Jewish people. The 
financial resources to do everything we need are here. We have raised the level of 
commitment and interest sufficiently that people should be ever more willing to put 
their money where their hearts are. And we have to seek ways to get more potential 

large funders involved. 

If it's true that the Jewish educator is a key to the kind of future we want, we will 
have the right kind of teachers and educational leaders in place only if people of 
quality enter the profession in sufficient numbers and are able to find fulfilling careers. 
And that '!Viii happen only when the supporting conditions are right - when the 
community believes that what the teachers are teaching is indeed important, vitally 
important. Only then will we have the kind of teachers we want and need. 

And while our success will depend heavily on people, lay and professional, it will 
equally depend on content and ideas. For example, one of the ideas that has come out 
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of CUE deliberations is that educational institutions should be vision-driven. Day 

schools and congregational schools need to be able to answer the question: "Jewish 
education for what? What kind of Jew do we want to nurture, to graduate from this 

institution;, How do we waRt t✓rurn out a Jewish mensch;," 

We need the intersection of outstanding people and outstanding ideas to make 

systemic reform of Jewish education a reality. 

·What will it take~ When Operation Moses took place in our communities - the 
extraordinary effort to bring Jews out of the former Soviet Union.,....- American Jews 
produced several hundred million dollars virtually overnight. It's the only campaign I 
ever worked on, Jewish or general, that was really easy. Because when American Jews 

saw that there was an opportunity to truly help Soviet Jews, they almost leaped at the 
chance. That proved to me again how wonderful we are as a people, and how much 
money is available when the cause is a compelling one. Now we must make it clear 

that Jewish education is a compelling cause. 

CONCRETE RESULTS IN CLEVELAND 

And so to my next case history: Cleveland. I helped launch the Cleveland 
Commission on Jewish Continuity in 1986. We invited about sixty people and 

again nearly all of them said yes. We thought we'd ask sixty in order to get thirty; 
instead we ended up with a bigger commission than we wanted- but that was a 

strong, positive signal to us of deep interest in this subject. 

The commission was later co-chaired by an appointee of the Jewish Federation 
and by an appointee of our city's rabbinical group. Four key strategies drove the 
commission. First and foremost, we wanted to strengthen our core of Jewish educators 
and administrators. CQnventional wisdom has it that many teachers are shleppers, but 
we knew that wasn't so. What is true is that many of our educators, while dedicated, 
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are untrained- either in Jewish studies, in education, or in both. And so we needed 
to strengthen the core. 

Second, we wanted to work with congregations as the prime gateway through 
which most families could be reached. 

Third, we wanted to integrate the family into the Jewish educational experience. 

And fourth, we wanted to integrate infonnal educational programming into the 
Jewish educational experience. 

Today, ten years later, there have been dramatic changes in the Jewish community 
of Cleveland, which we attribute directly to this increased emphasis on Jewish 
education. 

Here are some concrete results: 

Enrollment in all Jewish schools: 
Before: One-half of school-age children 
Now: Two-thirds of school -age children 

Enrollment in day schools: 
Before: 15% of total enrollment 
Now: 28% of total enrollment 

Number of professionally trained educators in congregational 
and supplementary settings only: 

Before: Four full-time directors 
Now: Seven full-time directors, plus eight graduate fellows working @ 
fullJtin:ie . . fi [sh,u~ .k • 

· ~w,rkiflJ -full ·time. ] 

(.:2 w,rds) 
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What was the triggeo Why did this happen:> Local families, including my own, 
were motivated to create a fund for the Jewish future, quite apart from the normal 

campaign fundraising process. We've now had two four-year waves. In the first four 
years, 1989-1993, three families committed $1.85 million. In the second four-year 

wave, the three families grew to eight families, who committed a total of $3.11 
million. 

In addition to the families, there were two other partners. In the first year, 1989, 

the Federation increased its allocation by $100,000. This sum has grown by 
agreement each year; by year eight, 1997, it will be $1 .05 million additional per year 
from the Federation's annual campaign. The third component was the Federation 
Endowment Fund, a separate source of money. In the fi rst four-year wave, it 

contributed $1 .29 million; in the second four-year wave, $1.6 million . What does that 

add up to in total additional funds:> Over eight years, the total additional funds will be 
$12 million. What will the total be next year? It will be more than $2.25 million per 
year in extra funds to the Jewish educational enterprise of Cleveland, a community of 

60,000+ Jews. 

What are the lessons:> Lay leaders can't work without educators. lay leaders can't 
work without rabbis. lay leaders can't work in a vacuum. And educators and rabbis 

can't do the work without lay leaders. A good working partnership is the real key. 

What else have we done;> We have shifted communal priorities, as reflected in our 
funding. We are making continuing education a norm. We have multiplied the 
number of professionally trained educators working in congregational settings. We 

have expanded family and informal education opportunities, both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. And we have increased the number and percentage of students in day 

schools. 

What has made the Cleveland story possible was the willingness of philanthropic 
families to partner with "champions" of Jewish education. Those families were 
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detennined to change the system, to involve the right people, and to overcome the 
large obstacle of inadequate community support for Jewish education. 

To conclude: Good things are happening in Jewish education, and steady 
improvement is within our reach. There's no question in my mind that the Jewish 
educational system can be made vastly better than it is, that the ideas are there and the 
people are there, waiting to be tapped to contribute their talent and commitment. 
With passion, time, creativity and leadersh ip, we'll see continued improvement -
maybe even a transfonnation in the coming years. Count on itl ......-

M,. Mo,ton L. Mandel ;, tb, Found" and ;mm,d;ak p.,, Cbafrman of tb, Coundl)/. /n;UatW,s In ~ 
l twish Education. V 
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